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IAVAJO-WIND0W ROCK AREA Ili- MFTAL HEAL'TIJ SERVICES

I. T-- COTITTXT

A. Geography

The VIVINO Area serves the Navajo Indian Reservation, with

headquarter offices on the Arizona=ew Mexico border at Window Rock just

northwest of Gallup, New Mexico. It occupies land in the three _tates of

Arizona, New Mexico and Utah, and in size is the largest single reservation

ithin the United States -- 25,000 square miles. According to a recent

count, the Navajo Tribe is also the largest single triWin this country:

135,000 of its people live on the reservation and an additional 6o,opo live

elsewh- e.

Te describe the geography and geology of thts vast reservation,

ore needs not only mars and a compendi_ of technical terms, but also an

US Of adjectives. HoweNer, quick tour of the major features

rient the person un amiliar with the tourIst literature and the many

published accounts. Albuquerque, a malor city 150 miles east of the reser-

vatIon affords the b _t point of departure far visitors who Pan travel west

into and around the reservation on major cross country highways.

On Interstate 40, formerly U.S. 66, going westerly past the

Pueblos and Grants one begins to encounter Navajo land Interspersed with

non-Indian owned land. This checkerboard resulted largely because part

of its Night of Way benefit , the railroad claimed that every other mile

in a s rip of land 40 miles wide was theirs to sell and utIlize. While

ertire the
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e Navajo residen of the Checkerboard Region are not technically living

on the main body of the reservation, they do relate to it culturally and

politically. They are served by the IES hospital at Crovn Point, New Mexico.

The boundary of totally NaNaj ed land begins about 45 miles

east of the New Mexido-A izona border and roughly 100 miles south of its

northern border. This southeastern corner of the reservatIon is the focal

point for aaministrative and travel orientation to Navajo country. Just

below the southea tern edge of the reservation is the tovn of Gallup, New

Mexico, In vhi h a 1arge IHS hospital is located. Located on I 40, Gallup

has long been a major railroad and highway center for cross country travel,

and Its airport is busy wIth charter flights as well as commercial air

connections to major cities. Like most frontier t New Mexico, i

has a sIzabe Indian population (2,000 of its l,00O census). The Navajo

population is mainly visible to the team as residents of the shanty-like

"fringe." There is also a fair- ized "Spanish popula on" (though not so

large as in many other areas of the Southwest), and a daminant "Anglo"

society of merchants, technical experts, and goVer- ent employees. Each

of these groups is stratIfIed in terms of economic and social levels, and

both non-Anglo groups tend to be known only in terms of their special

problems and exploitabletourist attractions and artistic products The

"drunken Indian" stereotype is well reinforced. Traders in turquoise,

silver, rugs, and "sand painting" are omnipresent as part of the local

economy. The sober, the hardworking, the dependable go unnoticed or are

taken for granted, and until lately vere very much ignored in the commercial

and political acti ities of the city.

15



Between the Navajo and the Spanish speaking groups there are

friendships in the adult generation and s metimes open, sometimes

ouldering gang warfare and rivalry among the adolescents. The local

branch of the University of Ve,7 Mexico does teach Navajo language courses,

both to Navajos )410 have a desire to become literate in their own spoken

tongue and to ton4avajo who wish to work at acquiring this complex language

to aid them in their work. This is a slow response to the needs of the

Navajo population, and most of the Indians seem to look to more distant

campuses or to Indiam institutions for training and education,

Just north of Gallup, 10 minutes by plane three tines as

long by car, is Window Rock, Arizona, the seat of the Area IBS offices,

the Tribal Offices and the Bureau of Indian Affair- (BIA) Superintendency.

Just why this southwestern corner of the reservation was chosen in 1934

when the BIA consolidated its six or seven Agencies serving the Navajo is

not clear. IHS has followed their lead, even though there are no hospitals

in Window %let iteeaf, This spot, like many on the reserva ion has strong

traditional associations with the domino. ing geological feature A tall

sandstone cliff with a "window" or hole thrOugh which those on the valley

floor can look at the sky and mountain tops, Fron the back and toll),

looking down through the "Window," one sees the valley and its community

as though through a lens, with a :perspective of both time and space that

relates to more eternal and enduring elements rather than the grubby day

to day pressures. It is interesting to move from office to office,

bustling with daily affairs of administering the affairs of the tribe

d its program_ and speculate how often one of the decision makers

18



unobtrusively ma.kes use of this opportunity. It spe_ s to the sense

of privacy that pervades much of Navajo relationships that to ask such a

question seems intrusive to the non-Navajo observer, and is perhaps self

con- iously di- issed by non-Navajo staff as sentimental. Yet there is a

powerful pull to put Navajo affairs into this perspective -because of the

constant reminder of the sandstone cliffs.

The nearest IHS hospital, and the first one encountered that

is located on the reservation itself, Is at Fort Defiance, 10 or 12 miles

north of Window Rock. Fort Defi -ce, a$ can be understood from its name,

was an early army outpost and has nany historic assocIations wIth Navajo

history. One of the pleasanter remnants of the past is the Sa Ill,

located a little ways out of town in the rising hills. This, the first

attempt at Navajo industrial development, harvested timber from the

Ponderosa f -ests of the mountain slopes. The project has now been re-

located at a ne "Nava

Fort Defiance itself, sits on the boundarr between the woods

and the arid mesa overlooking stark buttes smaller In scale than those

of Shiprock or Monument valley. There are deep cool canyons, such as

Blue Canyon, near enough to tempt one for an evening drive cr weekend

picnic, and a number of extended families maintain sheep camps and farms

along the bott ms. Members of some of these families commute to Window

Rock and Gallup, as well as find employment locally in Fort Defiance.

Housing for newcomers is not always easy to find but HUD and a local

developer have begum to build a number of rowhouses aad town house

apartments. Paradoxically, Fort Defiance appears to have a larger Navajo

proportion to non-Navajo population than In most of the 'border communities,
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even while it is taking on the character of a suburban small town. However,

the centers of commercial transactions are still more often found at Window

Rock and Gallup than in Port Defiance itself.

Route 264 continues from Gallup across the Reservation in a

generally westerly direction. About 40 miles al ng is the town of Ganado,

which is not served directly by IHS but deserves mention. It has the only

hospital that is available to non-Indians within the Reservation, including

IHS personnel who are neither Indians nor commissioned officers in the

Public Health Service. Staff of the BIA who are non-Indian must also use

it or go off the Reservation for health care. At one time this installation

was expected to become an inland "Project HOPE" similar to the Hospital

Ship HOPE serving the Orient in a voluntary program. At the present time

there seem to be financial and staffing difficulties, but a health center

is aintained and IHS staff consult and work cooperatively with the Oanado

staff sponsored na nly by the Presbyterian Church.

Oanado is about halfWay between Window Rock and Keams Canyon,

an IHS hospital serving the Hopi. The Hopi Reservation lies entirely within

the boundaries of the Navajo Reservation, and some ambiguities about its

boundaries are a source of tension between the tribes. Since it seemed

best not to compound the problems by joint usage of its facilities, the

Hopi health and mental health programs are administratively under the

Phoenix Area Office, and will therefore be described in that chapter.

Just beyond Oanado State Road 63 leads north to Chinle and the

famous Canyon De Chelley National Monument. Chinle has an rEs health

center and serves the valley between the Chuska Mountains to the east

and the Black Mesa to the west, both of which have peaks over 9,000 feet
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high. The valley, formed by the Chinle and other "Washes" is fertIle

farmland but it adjoins an arid mesa cut by 800 foot canyons, in whose

walls are found a number of cliff dwellings antedating any European contact

-ith people in the Area. The most acce- ible of these, the "White House,

can be viewed from its opposite bank at lookout points developed by the

National Park Service. At the same time one can watch horses being herded

by jeep on the valley floor, and if the season is dry enough tour the

marshy bottn where there are still f nms and seasonal dwellings being

mainta -_ed.

Except for this paved road that funnels touris s into the

Canyon de Chelley National Monument, the roads through this valley are

dirt roads scraped a-periodically. There are many places where one can

be flooded, mired, ortrapped in sand if unwary and unused to desert

travel. North of Chinle the Rough Rock and Many Farms communities on the

opposite slopes of the valley walls have each been cited as experiments

in education since their are the first communities to develop all Naval°

schools. Together these systems provide classes at all levels from

kindergarten through community college levels, with Navajo school boards

and staff providing bilingual instruction. Health centers whIch serve

their immediate needs are staffed from the Chinle Service Unit.

Since the roads across the mountain pass are not paved is

easier to re eh Shiprock, New Mexico in the northeast corner of the Reser-

vation directly from the Gallup, Window Rock corner, taking Route 666 which

is a north-south artery to Colorado. It runs parallel t- Route 63, but

lies east of the Chuska Mountains. At Shiprock, there is a 65 bed Mb

hospital, and plans are being developed to expand to a size suffi_ ent to
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support a medical school which wIll specialize in training Indian health

personnel. The town of Shiprock, named for jt s proximity to a group of

large volcanIc formations that rise from the valley floo , is a nearly

all Navajo community which has grown rapidly with the development of the

S n Juan Irrigation Project. This project brings water more effi iently

to he farmlands and orchards along the mountain slopes to the n rth and

east- There is a nick cut out of the Reservation outline at this point,

representing the earlier purchases by non-Indians of some of the farm

land between Shiprock and Farmington, New Mexico. Farmingtcn, like Gallup

slid other reservation border towns is very much Anglo dominated. It does

have active groups interested in knitting together the social and health

services. Since Farmington is a County Seat, this activity concerns Navajo

use of off reservation resources for San Juan County which runs the depth

of the ileservation no th and south.

The low risIng Hogback, which divides the two communities about

mid point of the 30 mile distance between them, makes an easily visible

demarcation point along the road and river. A few miles to the north the

ReeervatIon widens out to its original dimen ions until It reaches the New

Mexico Colorado border. This portion of the Re ervation often is labeled

on maps as belonging to the Mountain Ute Tribe, whose main reservation lies

in Colorado. This has been long disputed territory, but Navajo names and

residents scattered about its thinly populated su face point to traditional

trihad usage which has been upheld in recent court decisions.

A two lane black top ro d connects Shiprock to Teec Nos Pos on

Route 160, another main artery linking Durango and Cortez, Colorado wIth

the Grand Canyon. This route skirts the long M n ent Valley, and lies
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along the southern edge of the basIfl of the San Juan River which, with

the newly developing recreation rigation, and power -esource of Lake

Powell form the northern boundaries of the Reservation. This Utah portion

of the Reservation is not thickly settled. Although there is some inter-

mingling of Indian and Mormon agriculture, there are no major communjties

of any size.

The dramatic qu lity of the rocky lava plugs that form the.

"Mon ents" at the southern end or the valley is a frequent pictorial

subject, familiar to most persons as a trademark of the Southwestern Desert.

The southwestern entrance to exploring this valley is found at the junction

with Route 163 at Kayenta, MS Health Center is staffed by

personnel from the Tuba City Hospita.l 75 miles away.

Tuba City, just beyond the western edges of the Hopi mesa

the only town of any size in the western reaches of the Reservation. It

occupies the junction with Route 264, which connects with Window Rock to

the southeast and the Grand Canyon and Flagstaff off the Reservation to

the west. Its general environment is that of the Fainted Desert, and it

tends to be a dusty, unimpressive southwestern crossroads community in

appearance. There are a few nearby oasis-like spots where water can be

found, but life depends upon water pumped front great depths below the

desert floor. To most of the IHS personnel, the first months of assignment

to Tuba City must seem dreary and isolated. This remoteness is accentu ted

by the flow of tourists and vacationers between Flagstaff and the Grand

Canyon to the west and the Lake Poweal recreation area to the north, which

diverts most persons at the junctIon LO miles west of town. A few tourists

detour to Tuba City, on y stopping there for a meal, gasoline, a cool drink
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or to purchase souveniers. The 75 bed IHS hospital is generally busy an

its staff feel stretched rather thin to cover the western reaches of the

Reservation, iflcludIng the Monument Valley, adequately.

Route 89 crosses the Painted Desert and connects with the main

East West Highway I 40 (formerly the TV acclaimed Route 66) near Flagstaff.

Thin road lies entirely off the Reservation, except for one ten mile short

cut near Gallup, About a third of the distance back to Gallup is the city

of Winslow, hieh like Gallup and Crownpoint is the location of an IRS

hospital even though off the Reservation proper. From Winslow east, Rou e

4o follows canyons and river channels, where some of the scenery is almost

obscured by signs promising opportunitIes to see live Indians or buy artifacts

and craftwork at stops for refreshment and refueling. Many travelers are
probably unaware of the co e cial nature of these establishments, and think

they have seen a real Indian reservation, or glimpses of Indian life when

what they see is cith

for a paved road leading to the Hopi country from Holbrook, there is little

choice offered for anyone with casual interest to "tour the reservation."

Even the State roads tend to have signs reading "Watch for Pedest ans"

(meaning Indians) which are designed to remind one of deer and cattle warnings,

rather than familiar street cro sings of urban settings.

Other than these major highways there are only two other ways

r exploitative or "made in Japan." However, except

of getting about the Reservation that have any practicality. One is to find

a well sprung pick-up truck, load it with food, water, a shovel, an axe,

plenty of gasoline and set out on the unpaved unimproved roads that connect

to the "camps," farms and small communities. One then gets to know the

country intimately, following canyons and wateiays, and learning to
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anticipate being held up by flash floods, sandholes, mud, and occasional

bits of hospitable visiting. This is the way most Navajo people travel,

and is part of the daily routine of the Mental Health Workers who serve

as outreach and resource persons to the conunitIes away from the main

hospitals. The closeness to the countryside and its people makes the

dIstances comfortable, but it sometImes plays havoc with scientifically

organized schedules, which seem like impositions from another world -- as

perhaps they are.

The other alternative is to fly. Like Alaska, this region has

come into rapid acceptance of the small plane and supports many charter

pilots. Flying shrinks distance, so that towns and hospitals do not seem

nearly so remote. Almost any IHS installation can be reached from any

other in an hour flying time or less. This is lifesaving on occasion, when,

with seats removed, a four or six seat small plane turns into an ambulance

carrying a stretcher and one or more medical attendants. It also means

that many profes ionals and administrators think in quite a different time

frame than their clientele who are normally ea thbound.

Viewed from the air the geographic and geologic features of the

Re e vation are more easily grasped. One becomes very conscious that pine

woods grow above 1,000 feet elevation, along the slopes and tops of peaks

and mesas, in contrast with the sagebrush and pinyon of the mesas and the

sandiness of the deserts that are perhaps only 5,000 or 6,000 feet above sea

level. The greenness of watered farmland is often dramatic.

Looking down on the pine woods or the mesas one can identify the

dwelling places of extended family units, which are colloquially called "c ps

even though they are permanent. Focal will be the Hogan, identified from
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the air by its rounded shape roof. Connected to At b well-beaten paths

and vehicle track- are a number of other dwellings which mew be of tra-

ditional or four-sq re angio construction, as -ell as corals and barns.

Some dirt tracks leading.off to the next "c p" or siull village make a

network or spiderweb across the land.

Although the population density is not great, about 5.5 persons

per square mile, the distribution is not even. The "camps" cluster about

the habitable portions while other areas are vast and seem not only un-

explored but unexplorable. Particularly, there are eroded canyons of

dramatic colors and depths which are not to be found on any map, and which

are simply not named or n- eable in daily conversattn, as well as desert

stretches created by natural forces and the absence Of water. Almost as

vivid but hardly as aesthetic as the natural volcarjt and erosion products

are the m -made scars from strip mining and other erforts to wrest minerals

from some portions of the Reservations. The probleM of developing resources

to support the population, which has outgrown its ariculturai base, is not

one for easy solution. The price of economic develOpment in devasta ion and

even smog, has been and contInues to be a high one. Mach Navajo energy

engaged in trying to solve this equatIon and much e tion is invested in

protecting the basid land which bas religious as well as material value to

the people.

Nea er the paved roads one sometimes /144 the Ill -ion of flying

over a small town, only to learn that below is a BIA boarding school. These

appear to be small communities, wIth housing for stan and dormitories for

students. They must be self sufficient with laundzes, cafeterias ater

resources and power generators, as well as close enotgh to paved routes
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used by trucks in order to be able to secure nood stuffs, school supplies,

and other necessities from major cities. Several hundr d children as young

five or :ix yea f age are gathered up and sent to each of these

schools, One reason given for this practice is that the local roads are

not dependable enough, and the dwelling places too scattered to make daily

bussing as practical as it is in rural p

reasons advanced in the past were rooted

European cultural influences for tribal

rts of m__

in attempt

-editions

settled states. Other

to substitute Anglo-

-d reasons based on

poverty and health. However, the philos phy of separating children from

parents in order to "civilize" them io more and more being challeng d.

Along the borders of the Reservation children attend public schools ill towns

such as Gallup, Shiprock, Winslow and Holbrook. rn the larger towns within

the Reservation such as Window Rock, Fort Defiance and Tuba City, community

based schools provide for Indian youtgsters &long with the children of the

non-Indian personnel who live and work on the Reservation. But the real

problem of providing education to a widely scatter d ajo popUlation is

dramatized by the boarding school smokestacks and water towers and airstrip

windsocks rising like towns fr-- the devert but still miles from any visible

co: _unity.

The blending cf cultures and the in _ng ties of modes of

tr- sportation are dramatically illustrated at 'Window Rock. Here the Tribal

Police have acquired a fleet of six large helicopters for ambulance duty,

yet farm wagons using bald auto °bile trea and pulled by tired horses can.

be seen on the streets. There are also probably more pick-up tru.cks than

any other single type of car in the parking lots around the offices and

pulled up to the homes of those who li e there. The higher g ades of
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government personnel can utilize airplanes to keep their appointments on

and off the renervatlon, but the majority of the staffs and Nav_j_ clien-

tele count on the pick-up truck and many hitch-hike long distances. In

many ways these disjunctive modes of transportation and time relationsh

are parallel to those in Alaska. Howeve- the individual Navajo family,

remote though it may be, can be in closer contact with the outside wo ld

if it chooses to make use of theiopportunity. In the Arctic, the choice,

however difficult, is much less available, and often means a complete

severing of ties, while the Navajo can return home more often, and can

maintain contact by mail and telephones more easily.

Ps

Dine

One needs to make some carefUl observations about the

concept of 'tribe' especially since in this instance one is dealing

with a single tribal people. The word is somewhat indiscriminately

used in general speaking and writing, and often carries connotations

of a political organizational unit that is coherently organized and

hierarchically structured like Angle-European political units. It is

a mystery why even the exp rts of one culture, fully aware of the dif-

iculties of generalizing about thier own cultural-political units,

should expect.another group of people to be a single entity. However,

the trait seems humanly pervasive, and has especially plagued Indian-U.S.

relationships because of the assumptions it involves. To a certain

extent the stubborn expectancy of'the government eRencles that some form
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of parliamentary democracy and hierarchial organisation win exist has

modified the original social and political ntructure of all t ibes.

All Indians have had to go through this painfUl process, and to a cer-
.

tain extent the Navajo have been one of the most succeaeful at turning

their adaptive ekills to good use in organizing and administering their

irs while interfacing with the outside majority culture.

Nevertheless one needs to begin -ith realizing that there

are many Navajo -- the most obvious facts are that no group of 135,000

people will exist without social and economic stratifications, and this

people is no exception. There are millionaires and those in abject

pOverty; scholars and those illiterate even in their own language;

oimple craftsmen and artiste; the philosopher and the shrewd; the

honest trader and the buneo trickster. What is less obvious is that

there was no common unifying political organization 100 years ago that

knit together what the US and the Spanish settlers referred to as

a single tribe.

Kluckhon end Leighton suggest that one of the first effec-

tive centripetal forces was the experience of the "Long Walk" in the

lett 19th Century, when about 8,000 Navajo were herded by the Army

into Fort Sumner across the state 350 miles from the present e

of the reservation and held together for a number of years within

its stockades. Ce tainly before that time each of the geograph-

ically separated valleys and parts of the Reservation supported its
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own band of people who had clan-kinship ties and close a sociations

with its mountains and valleys, and mixed wIth rather different

neighbors, either Pueblo, Zuni, Hopi, Ute or Apache. These six or

seven groups shared a common language, common myths and rituals,

and did visit one another on occasion but were distinct bands,

ther than a single unit. Because of their language and h bits

they also shared the common a criptive designation "Navajo" which

seems obscurely but probably simultaneously derived from phonetically

similar derogatory appelations in use by the Apache, Pueblo and

Spanish speaking populations, However, they referred to themselves

then, and now still use theword "Di e" to mean what outsiders

mean by Navajo. Translated lit_rally as "The Peop3" Dine carries

with it the body of their traditional relationships in continuity

between past and present.

The various groups or bands of Dine we e not a single pol-

tical unIt, and have only on the last 25 or at most 50 years begun

to learn how to organize and think as if they were. In its earliest

dealings, the US through the BIA and the Army tended to reinforce

the aeparateness by having six or seven "Agencies" corresponding to

the centers of population. In 1934 the re-organizations of the BIA

and the development of roads enabled governmental consolidation',

end these were subsumed under a single Navajo Agency Superintendent

who was located at Window Rock.
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Until this tIme the Dine did not share the premIse that

central unified polititical organization was necessary, sInce their

way of life was based on relationships to the unIverse as a whole,

and to other human beings, in quite a different system of thought.

When group decisions Were. needed, all those involved met face to face

until diffe ences of opinion were resolved_and a consensus was reached.

The fo: of government was more nearly like the model for Quaker

meetings or some of the forms being attempted by counter culture con-

temporary youth groups than anything familiar to the Army or the 19th

Century government officials. It must have been a matter of great

puzzlement to the Dine why the mertcans never le rned that if a

band from the interior raided a boder settlement, that the Navajo

living nearer the community could not assume responsibIlity for them

or their damages. Even though they did bear the brunt of the reprisals,

this did not motivate them to try to control another band.

Since the consolidation of Agencies at Window Rock, the Dine and

the oltsider alike are learning to work together, the reality of a

single tribal government is becoming more possible. However, in spite of

shared traditions and historic events there are still differences of

dialect and style, as well as details of life between residents_of-different

parts of the Reservation. Such differences are especially pronounced

between Tuba City or Kayenta and Gallup or Window Rock, and make for subtleties of
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relationships and a need for checking out o 's assumptions when

moving around the reservation. On the whole, however, pride in the unity

of the Navajo people has now become a reality, and the differences within

the group are less signigicant than those between any of them and other

Indians or non-Indians.

One important remnant of the earlIer multiple group identItIes

within the tribe is found in the "Chapters". These originated as a

government attempt to formalize the subgroups into a viable structure

d -ing the 1920's. While the imposition of parliamentary forms slowed

down theprocess, the basic concept was familiar enough to take root.

There are still Chapter ffouses throughout the Reservation, serving a purpose

omewhere bet een a local council government and a community center.

In addition to government officials, the bulk of the effort by

outsiders trying to understand the Dine has becn done by anthropologists.

One of their difficulties is that they can often explain the past, where

the dist- ce provided by time blurs details and gives outlines a shape. It

is much more difficult to explain how that past interacts in the pre- nt, and

almoist impossible for their discipline to project accurately into the future.

The Dine are particularly puzzling because while on the one hand they are

among the most conservative in that retention of langue and cial

customs, they are among the most progressive in their ability to adopt and

adapt technical culture from their neighbors conquerors, and rivals.

Most otheriConservative! tribes make great efforts to keep the technology -

out along wIth the social customs but not the Dine. One has only to look

about the households and towns to re lize that cloth ng, tools, jewelry,

rugs, enamel ware and plastic, foods, pickup trucks and jalopies or Cadillacs,
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televi7 on, radio.are all adapted and adopted whenever they can be handily

incorporated. Yet socially the Dime retain their language, their pride,

their ability _o Tast long periods and to feast to the7voint of gorging,

and perhaps as significantly the values and traditions of their elders an

equally vis ble characterIstics that set them apart as 'the People".

These, of course, are generalities. There are Navajo who have

adopted completely the mainstream ethics and even its Christian religion.

Yet at times of crisis,one. Must always be prepared for the majority to

turu to the old wys, often in parallel with the new. To be sure it is

harde- for youth rai ed in the vacuums of boarding schools to do thi

and many of today's adults are caught in the crossfires of generation gaps

and cultural gaps simultaneously. The stress Is -ost acute when the stark

pressure of population on the land exceeds its ability to support people,

yet the Anglo scientif c and commercial methods seem equally destructive.

But among the kinship ties will almost always be fou d some who can utilize

the spiritual resources of the sacred mountains and the ceremon es of traditional

observance to find the strengths to solve the modern crises.

To deliver mental health services adequately, requires that not

only the patterns of delivery, but the substance of the help offered take

into account the needs and lives of the people. Amongst the Dine the

first step is the one taken here, to recognize that a different frame of

reference exists. The detailed absorption and adaptation of the skills of

the helpers into the strengths of the Dine is far from a slmple proce

But with mutual respect, the c _test is not incomprehensIble, and indeed,
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since many of the People are bi-lingual, can be learned more Quickly than

can the language A few may learn to think in Navajo; all may need to

learn to think like a Navajo. It is probably fortunate that such a complex-
task is imposed in the Area in terms of the single tribal group, and not,

in the other Areas, forcing the staff to relate to several at once.

II. EARLY DEVELOPMENT: 1966-69

A. Office in a Brief Case

It is against this complex land and p ople that one must view the

introduction of Mental Health services on the NUvajo Reservation, Up to

1966 local problems of emotional disturbance, including relationships between

the medi ine men and-the white physIcians were h- dled b- the social workers,

the nursing staff, and i -ightful physicians. Perhaps only the social wo kers

really considered this as part of their day to day job, although PHN's also

gained tn,4h expertise around practical day to day tensions in families

within,their home visiting activities.

The seriously disturbed who could not be taken care of locally

we e sent either to New Mesico State Hospital in Las Vegas.or to the Arizona

State Hospital near Phoenix, a j_u ney in either case of about 400 -iles. It

i- interesting to note, that although such services were often without charge

to residents of the states involved, IndIan patients -e:e not considered

state citizens since they lived on federal land and had 4ederal services. There-

fore, the IRS was charged the full cos. often $80.00 ner day or more, for

such patients. This is still true today to some extent, although more

mutually equitable arrangements are being negotiated. With such a cost

for public care the usefulness.of private facilities could also be explored,,
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and when they seemed more appropriate, they have been and should be ntilizecl.

It is not very clear who was primarily responsible for the

request for assignment of someone to develop Mental Health Services on

the Navajo Reservation. A strong influence within IHS was Dr. McKammon,

Area Director in 1966,and another was Dr. Gerald Levy of the University

of Arizona, Department of Anthropology. Certainly there were a number of

people who had recognised the needs, among the Dine, in government service,

and in the Legislature. However, imtially no appropriation was made for

the Navajo Mental Health Brogram as it had been in the case of Alaska and

Pine Ridge, South Dakcte.

Dr. Robert Bergman, who during his psychiatric residency had

been appointed by IHS staff to represent Mental Health Services in their

planning, and was therefore the senior of the three psychiatrists available

in 1966, accepted the aasignment to Window Rock. The local Area Director

and his deputies found funds not yet allocated for other projects that could

cover the necessities of a minimum essential nature until a budget could

be developed in succeeding years. However, Dr. Bergman had no team no

staff, and no proposed program, and recalls that he was not even sure himself

what were the expectations for Mental Health Services on the Navajo Reservation.

However, he found himself with plenty to do, and what mightfbe

an enviable freedom to work out ways of doing it. He seems to have thrived

on ambiguities that sometimes stifle others, and in this way his temperament

matched that of The People who have their own informal arrangements far less

rigid than following the usual American schemas. Dr. Bernan's approach to

therapy and to organizing services was based on high respect for individuals

and their context of living, and this too is very much in tune with the Navajo

basic orientation toward life and people. It also won the mutual re pect of
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the phyoicians and INS staffs, since their problems as well as those of

the patients Were-taken intO adcbunt,

In his first year Dr. Bergman managed to visit extensively with

all the Service Units, and to offer his professional servIces wherever there

ions,linterestAn.thelvi without ove -Aling his potential as a solver of

all problems. 4%s a sharer- of expertise in developing -ol4tions to

problems, he accrued experience and also demonstrated a model which i

still being followed. Each encounter with a patient became an opportunity

for immersion in the life of the People, and a learning experience as well

as having therapeutic goals. Since he was unfamiliar with the language,

interpreters became a necessity. Dr. Bergman set about to learn to use them

well, while at the same time learning Navajo for himself. 1There are skills

in using interprete__ espec_ally when the linguistic patterns and thought

forms are grsatly different than those to which one is accust- ed, and he

also began teaching as many othe _ as could be interested in these skills.

He also felt that the skills of psychotherapy and hum n relationships could

be taught, and began working with his Interpreters to explain in exchange what

he --s doing:and hoping to accomplish in his intervi- s. This provess

became a selective one, in which the interpreters who worked most often and

t well with him were those who had a basic interest in human behavior

and skill in developing and maintaining relationships. They became members

of a therapeutic team, bringing their own expertise in Navajo culture --d

their own backgrounds of understanding the context in which people were

living. Thi- relationship stands In dramatic contrast to that often

encountered when professional therapists find themselves needing to use

an interpreter. Frequently wIthin IHS in other places one hears the comment:



"The patients always talk to the interpreter and look toward the Interpreter,

which makes me feel superfluous."

In selecting his core of interpreters in each location, Dr.

turally attracted people who were interested in learning, but he

also looked for those who were adept at passing on their knowledge. These

qualities of concern for people, an interest in human behaviour _ecure

knowledge of their awn culture and langualge, and an interest not only in

learning but in transmitting their knowledge to others were the'characte

of his working team, rather than any formal educational or dibciplinary

dards. The pe sons who became involved were from all levels of the

IHS service: a nurse, a social worker, a couple of drivers, a nursing

aide, a secretary, all of whom could meet him and one another as equals and

who were stable enough not to be thrown off balance easily vy the anxiety

and turmoil of the disturbed people with whom they had to work.

These interpreters, and many other people about the Navajo

Reservation became Dr. BergmaA teachers as he learned the language,

learned the customs learned the ways Navajo people thought, and learned the

practical geography of the countryside. He also learned to fly a small

plane so that he could get from one part of the Reservation to another

without having to require a charter pilot to wait for him, chalking up

expensive hours. All of this acti4ity did not require a large office space,

and it w !requentiy observed that the Mental Health Services Office was

really in his brief case as he traveled about from one Service Unit to anoth
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Whether planned or not, during these two years of initiating

services he was acting out a role model familiar to the Navajo. Within

their own culture there is,high regard for the traditional h-aler who cares

deeply about people, who works very hard developing his skills, but who

never loaes sight of the important little details of living and relatIonships

based upon prope- respect. Confidence and expertise it easily on the

shoulders of the 'medicine man' because he knows his work veil, but mixed

with this is a personal humility and an openness to the unknown which is a

far cry f-om the defensiveness and what to Indian people appears to be the

arrogance of many American professionals.

Also in keeping with the trad__ onal ways of The People is

the individual and collective pride in self, and a very real sense of

interdependence amongst the family, clan, _nd social group. Intuitive and

purposefUl support of these characteristics tended to continue to attract

and hold a high caliber of person -ong the interpreters, and to win respect

of the Reservation Communities for them. Through them, and through his own

interests Dr. Bergman became very much a part of the traditional and

religious life of the Navajo People, becoming known in their language as

"Dagaix' Izhun" or "Dr; Black Moustache:"

B. Addition of Mental Health Workers

As funds eventually were budgetted for the Navajo Mental Health

Programs, Dr. Bergman was able to build upon the base already established and

legitimize the role his interpreters had been developing by hiring them as

Mental Health Workers or Mental Health Technicians. This w s a nye classifi-

cation for civil service, and it took much negotiating to establish the
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paraprofessional role at a level which reflected the respect and status they

should have in the light of the importance of their works To a certain

extent this is still going on in all Areas, but the Navajo use of talented

local people in this role was a model for the career ladder which i_

established and the varia ions which were developed i the other Areas.'

One essential feature of the establishment of this cadre of

skilled Mental Health Workers was a continu us in-service training program,

and through it a continuous interchange of ideas, skills, problems and

solutions. The vehicle for this was the establishment of regulael,v scheduled

meetings at which the group comes together from all parts of the Reservation,

usually tvice a month. Thi- ta possible since travel budgets for Mental

Health are separtte fram Area budgets and the amounts needed could be

established without competing -ith other service branches. These meetings,

which usually take one whole day, are divided into a consideration of

administrative matters and the exchanges of learning and teaching. A

continuous topic has been study of Navajo Culture by the Navajo people

themselves, as well as in sessions shared with the non-Navajo staff as

they were added to the program. Techniques of group, family and indivival

psychotherapy, as well as problems of ity organization and ulta-

tion are all topics th t receive concentrated and recurring =attentIon. In

some Instances academic credit, leading toward degrees at established

colleges and universities has been made possible and a number of the staff

have utilized opportunities for adding general education courses to round out

theIr development.



optf_

From time to time one of the staff has taken A leave of

absence to secure profe sional training, and these individuals returning

to the Navajo Mental Health Program contribute a return in the way of

status and recognition of Navajo people as well as providing role models

for other who share in this aspiration. The emphasis on competence and on

costinued P ersonal growth and development has been chaA cteristic of the

Nava o Mental Health Program-fr the beginning, and has led to the retention

of a corps of highly individual Mental Health Workers, who are able t

command respect, and to function well in a complex role.

C. Navajo Profes ional Personnel

In addition to the Mental Health Worker, there has been from

the outset an effort no identify and include Navajo personnel at the

professional level in building the Mental Health Services Program_

Native American physicIans and psychologIsts are in short supply, and none

were airailable. However, tell key positions in the Area are'held by N_ ajo

social worke who participate in the same reciprocal exchanges of Inter-

cuJtural and interdisciplinary learning and teaching as their paraprofe s nal

and non-Nava o colleagues. They also stand out as models for aspirants t

a strong and integrated intercultur l role --ithin Navajo tribal affai

Mrs. Ellouise De-Groat, MSW was a key person in finding space,

developing interest and encouraging involvement in the mental health services

Dr. Bergman wished to introduce at Gallup TrAtaa HospItal while a membe r'of

the Social Services staff. She shared:hta-convictions that disciplinarT

titles w-re not as important-as'solving problems, and is earnest:3* Cbnvineed

that all persons involved in mental nealth workare students of hutam behavior.
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As a contact person first at Gallup and later at Fort Defiance

she was able to arr nge many elements of the service delivery so that the

Mental Health P- grams reached the nursing staff, the physicians, and the

field health personnel. Initially, she shared in the interpreting activities,

and found others who were interested in this task. When the budget was

available to add professional staff, she joined the Mental Health Programs

Deputy Chief for the Navajo Area.

Also at Gallup is Betty Bitsue, who was a registered nurse and

has also acquired a Masters in social work. She too is a Nav Jo, and her

development of outpatient servIces, as well as her experien e in hospital

settings makes her role a central one for the Mental Health Program in that

setting.

Both of these women represent a newer generation of Nava -, who

have taken advantage of the maInstream educational opportunities, and then

with great courage returned to apply their understandIngs to work within

their own people. In many instances the price paid by persons who leave

the Reservation for education has been to become neither fishpflesh nor fowl

when they returned. Many share the feelings expressed by Thomas Wolfe in

"you can't go home again." However, both Mrs. Bitsue and Mrs. De Groat

recognized their need to sort out their own cultural p tterns and to come to

terms with the traditions of The People, as -ell as the contemporary dilemmas

that they face. In undertaking this task they have been able to share their

expertise with the older traditional paraprofessionals, as well as with the

younger ones who have experienced uprooting in boarding schools and army

experiences.
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D. Decentralized Operations with an Area OffIce

As can be deduced, the regularization of the paraprofessional

roles for Mental Health Workers, and the recruitment of Nava o professional

staff indicates that eventually a budget for the Navajo Mental Health

Programs was established. At first this was $79,000.00, later it increased

bo be more nearly proportionate to that of other Areas. These funds were

utilized in adding the Navajo staff, and also significant non-Navajo

professionals. In general, the oppration of the Program remained de-centralized,

with professional staff recruited for and assigned to the Service Units, rather

than located centrally in Window Rock. The gradually enlarging staff was

kept in touch with one another through the vehicle of the Area.wide training

and administrative meetings, and by regular visits from Dr. Bergman as a

consultant and as someone with expertise for continuing clinical se-

supervision and 'back-up° on difficult case-

Space was definitely assigned to the Mental Health Programs in

the Area Offices at Window Rock, and clerical staff added who could handle

both the Navajo Area correspondence and telephone calls, but also the

obligations that went with Dr. Bergman's second responsibility to the

national development of IHS Mental Health Programs. The national headquarters

activities and roles are described elsewhere, as they emerged fro- the

initial period when they were inter-twined with development of the Navajo

Area programs. However, it is a matter of some pride that the Navajo

program staff can feel that they were in many ways pace setters and trend

establishers for national program models. It also from time to time

diverted attention of the Area Office from local tasks and problems, making
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doubly important the ability of Nav Jo Area Mental Health Staffs to function

autonomously.

This vas a period of rapid growth of staff and expansion of actIv-

ities. By 1968, there were two psychiatrists a clinical psychologist, a

Mental Health nurse consultant and three Mental Health workers.

Altho_ h the attempt seem to have been relatively short-lived,

it Is cendab1e that ihe workers in the Mental Health Program paused in their

busy schedules long enough to collect descriptive data about patient flow

during this phase. Data 'collection began in October 1968 and ran for eleven

months. Same of the results were subsequently reported in a publication

authored by Dr. Schoenfeld, who was

of Window Rock from October 1967 to

Miller, S. I.: "The Navajo Indi

the clinical psychologIst operating out

October 1969. (Schoenfeld, C. S

A Descriptive Study of the Psychiatric

Population." Daternational., Spring, 1973,

pp. 31-37).

Some of the results of th s study are reproduced for the purposes

of thie report as base line data. During the period from October 1968 to

September 1969, 348 new cases came to the attention of the Mental Health team.

CharactertatIcaOf this patient poptlat ion -e eported by tribal affiliation,

sex, age, marital status, referral service and disposition, and primarydiag-

nosis.

I. Tribal Affiliat on

Tribe

n=348

Navajo 90
Hopi
Zuni < 1
Other 6
Non-Indian <1
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II.

III.

Sex (n = 3k8)

a) Male
b) Female

Marital Status (n =348)

a) Married

42

58

b) Single 52
-) Widow 5
d) Divorced and separated 9

) Uanown 1

IV. Age n=348)

a) 0 - 10 9
b) 11 - 15 15
c) 16 - 20 12
d) 21-30 21
e) 31 - 40 22
f) kl - 50 10
g)

h)

51 - 60
61 . TO

6

Ti

V. Referral Source and Bisposition (n= 348)*

Referral Source
Number

United State Public

Disposition
Number

Health Service 233 67 334 96

Bureau of Indian
Affairs 208 60 10

Tribal Agendes 52 15 17 5

Self 52 15 0 0

State Welfar
Programs 49 14 .6 2

State Mental
Hospitals 21 6 17 5

*A patient may have been referred from more than one source.
A disposition may also have involved more than one agency.



VI. Prjmary Diag ( n 348)

a) Mental Retardation 10

b) Psychosis Associated with
Organic Brain Syndrome 2

) Non-psychotic organic brain

Syndrome 4

d) Psychosis, other 16

e) Neurosis 30

) Personality Disorder 8

g) Psychophysiological Didorder 4

h) Special Sympton Reaction 3

i) Transient Situation
Bisturbance 10

j) Behavior Disturbances of

Childhood/Adolescence 6

k) Conditions Without Manifest
Psychiatric Dist:m(1er 8

In a later chapter, we shall reexamIne these trends and camp

them with data coming from other areas. Among things wo thy of some

note at this point however, are the relative youthfulness of this

patient population and the preponderance of women.

Over two thirds of the referrals were initiated from within the

USPHS itself, with the BIA a close second in terms of sheer numbers.

The Disposition figures indicate a tendency to retain patients and

clinical responsibility; a t end which may be characteristic of new

programs which have not had time to cultivate and utilize local re-

sources. (Schoenfeld et al suggest elsewhere, that this trend may

be due to the attitudes and perceptIons of the mental health team--

very positive towards themselves and relatively negative to other

agencies, particularly the BIA. See Schoenfeld LS, Lyerly RJ, Mi ler.

SI: "We Like Us" Mental Hygiene, vol. 55 no. 2, April 1971, pp. 7'-

173,

ith regard to diagnostic chara ics, the lank of alcoholism

looks somewhat startling 1 it Is realized t at the major alcoholism
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treatment program on Reservation during this time was an 0E0, rather than

Afttal Health project.

The emphasis on consultation with other agencies throughout the

Reservation and its adjoining territory, and in the two states Arizona and

New Mexico is easily overlooked if one attends only to Clinical records.

In the section on Special Projects later in this chapter are two examples

of extensive consultation and development of interlocking networks of

services, one based in the BIA Schools, and one within the-N vajo traditional

institutions. Other examples ars reported as each of the ma or Service Unit

programs are described in the sections that follow,

During the next four years, 1969-73, the programs and staff

developed through the acquisition of four psychiatrists (2 at Gallup,

Tuba City, and 1 traveling between Fort Defiance, Chinle, and the Hopi

Reservation) at least one psychologist and sometimes two, an educational

apeciallat, and a numbertot,sodial,:vorkers. a,Deputy'Area

Chief of Mental Health Programs was oreated, and a number of other supporting

personnel were intermittently used in the fields of counseling, nursing,

and administration,

III, SERVICE UNIT PROGRAMS

A. Tuba City

1. The Setting and the Staff

Among the earliest of the supporting personnel added to the

Navajo Mental Health programs were Norbert Mintp, Ph.D. and his wife

Sophie Mintz. Norbert Mintz was the recipient of an NIMH Career Develop-

ment Fellowship and chose to serve some:of the period with IHS, and par-
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ticularly selected Tuba 'CitY IHS Hospital as a 'locatLon _where he could

function u efully in expanding the services. Ht a-- ved in 1969, as the

-

first full time profeesional OA the staff, and assumed leadership in devel-

oping both services and establishing some parameters of resear h. Dr. Mintt

provided the following description of the setting at Tuba City:

The Tuba City Indian Hospital was opened in 1919 aS a permanent
clinic-dispensary-hospital of seven beds. The second hospital of
35 beds, which replaced the first hospital, opened in 1927. The
current hospital of 75 beds vas opened in 1954, and community ser-
vices reaching out from the.hospital were begun at the end of the
1950's. In the summer of 1969 (which was when the oo--location
mental health program was begun), the hospital was staffed by six
general medical officers, one internist, one obstetrician-gynecologist
one opthalmologist, two pediatriciaps, one public health physician,
one surgeon, and one medical social worker. The,hospital ran med-
ical, surgical and pediatriCinopitiegt wards, and a variety of out-
patient clinics (general, pediatric, opthalmology, etc:). Medical
support staff consisted of a dietitian, environmental program
specialists, nurses, an anesthetist, nursing aides, pharmacists, a
health education aide, and a mental health worker.

The mental health capability, as of the summer of 1969, consisted of
work done by the medical social worker, by the mental health worker,
ana by the psychological or psychiatric Consultant who would come for
part of a day, twice a month, from the eastern end of the reservation.
The medical social worker had as his primary reaponsibility the prob-
lems of economic rehabilitation of patients, pre-discharge planning
for patients, alcoholism, and child.welfare. However, mental health
work, sometimes separate fram and other times in conjunction with
these other duties, also-was undertaken by social service. As of
1969, it was estimated that 10% of the social worker's case load
consistedOf mental health patients,

Prior to the summer of 1969, Dr. Berian had flown to Tuba Ci y for twice-

monthly consultations, and a mental health worker/interpreter, Mr. Belagody,

spent full time within the catchment Area,

Dennis Parker, the Navajo Mental Health Worker was trained

by Jerold Levy as an anthropological interviewer to secure family and cul-
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tural information prior to the estab1isbeflt of mental health services.

He was added to the staff very soon after Dr. Mintz' arrival. Mr. Parker

began to ELSSUMe responsibility for casework (with supervision provided by

both Dr. Mintz and Dr. Bergman), and to participate in Navajo Arew-witle

case conferences and training sessions. He became skillful in monitoring

the effects of v rious psycho-active drugs, and in developing working

relationships with General Medical Officers and Mental Health Consultants.

His work involved not only being available to hospital staff, but also

eking home and field visits to follow patients in their more remote

locations after clinic visits, providing.some initial screening and

casefinding, and generally linking patients with their families, camps

and clans.

The rationale for field work is given vividly by Dr.

Mintz in a personal communication:

As already mentioned, the medical social worker could only devote

about 10% of his case load to seeing patients in the mental health

categories. The mental health worker's prime responsibility was

defined as Outreach into the community and follow-up of patienta who

had been seen either by the out.patient department physicians or by

the mental health consultant. Because of the topography and geography

of the land, as well as the social system of the Navajo-people, a

field visit to a patient usually vas an all day affair. The land

in the eastern end of'the Navajo reservation is a semi-arid desert

which ig punctuated by deep canyons and steep, high, sandstone blu

Erosion is widespread rendering vast areas unavailable to modern

transportation, and much of it-is extremely difficult to traverse

even by horse, or foot. The western half of the reservation in 1969

had approximately 350 miles of paved road and perhaps another 300

miles of unpaved (but maintained)-dirt road. It is estimated that

only three out of ten families owned a pick-up truck at the time,

that the other seven out of ten families were dependent on foot,

horse transportation, hitchhiking; or transportation in pick-up t ucks

provided by their neighbors for a fee. A survey done at the Tuba

City hospital-showed that during a two-day period almost 60% of

people arriving to the out-patient department and to the hospital
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wards had to pay for their transportation. This payment ranged from
one dollar to $18, with a median of $5 per person. Under these cir-
cumstances, it is not surprising-that the twice-monthly mental health
clinic, held by the traveling mental health consultant, was not
always regularly.attended by the population.

The lack of roads also hampered the mental health worker from easily
traveling out into the field to see patients. HoWever, a second
factor that made home visits to patients a lengthy affair is the
social structure of the Navajo peeple. As with many rural and agri-
cultural populations, the culture of these people dictates that
business is not transacted in a hurry. Many social formalities
and obligations must talce place 'before a person can get to the point
'of his visit. Thus,-it would be a rare and unusually productive day
when the mental health worker would manage to see three patients in
one field visit.

2. Establishing the Mental Health Clinic

Dr. Mintz continues to describe his situation as he entered

into the IHS activities at Tuba City in the summer of 1969 as follows':

After gaining some underst_ ding of the conditions in theimstern end
of the Navajo Reservation, it became obvious that in order to do
mental health research as well as to provide a mental health program
for the Navajo (and Hopi) people, it was necessary to alter the
pattern or mental health care that existed at Tuba City in 1969.
Wbfle keeping the.same structure that previously existed (consultation
with various community agencies and specific "mental health clinic"
days for which appointments were made for patients), I initiated a
walk-in mental health clinic running virtually seven days a week,
which also offered the possibility of immediate referral (day or
night) from the out-patient department medical clinics or the in-
patient wards of the hospital , At the beginning, in so far as
it was possible, patients who 'walked in or were referred fram.tbe
medical departments were seen within an hour or two. Since at first
I was working predominantly by myself (it was decided to allow the
mental health worker to continue for this first year to do the same
job as he had been doing in the past, which mostly vas home visits
and follow-up), my ability to see people immediately was of course
determined by how many people were referred on the same day.

As the case load increased, it became necessary to see people v ry
briefly for evaluation and support, and then to reschedule-them for
anywhere from a day to a week later. By the time of the second year
of the mental health program, expanded staff and further training
of the mental health workers made it once again possible to run the
clinic'with a minimum of waiting time. When treatment was started
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and further visits were necessary, a pa ient would be given an appoint-
ment for a specific day and a specific-time. However, he would be seen
vhenever he came, regardless of whether it was on the wrong day or
at the wrong time. The only penalty, if the patient did not get there
at his scheduled time or correct day, was that he would have to wait
his turn until all those who were there at their scheduled time and
correct day were seen.

The physical layout of the mental health clinic also was altered when .

the new program was started. Previous to the summer of 1969, the
mental health worker and twicemonttly consultant would see the
patients on the hospital ward (if on a hospital visit), in the patient
home (if a field visit), or in an,office trailer that also was used
by the opthamology and Medical social work services (if a mental
health clinic outrpatient visit). Since there was no room for expert.
sion in the office trailer used by the opthalmology and medical social
service departments, and Since when I first arrived I was not part of
the Indian Health Service (being funded,'instead, by the Career Devel-
opment program), I arranged the purchase of an office trailer which
was parked next to the existing opthalmology and social service
trailer, and used it to see patients. This clearly defined this pro-
gram as a "new" service, related-to the medical services of the Tuba
City Hospital but at the same time somewhat distinct frowthe-rest of
the activity of that hospital. This structure had the advantage of
'allowing the mental health program to use the.facilities of the hos-
pital, but at the same time allowing a certain autonomy -hich enabled-
it to develop a different atMOSphere for its own services. Arrange-

ments were worked out with the general hospital not only for referral
of patients, but also for hbspitalization on the pediatric, surgical,
or medical vArds for up to several days. This procedure was used in

the case of patients who required hospitalization for such conditions

as suicide attempts or acute psychotic episodes. The pharmacy depart-
ment of the hospital was the facility used for psychoactive drug
therapy that was done with same of the mental health patiente.

With the development of the walk-in clinic and the full

time ava lab lity of professional consultation and supervision, it was

possible to add another Mental Health Worker. This complement, of one

professional and three paraprofessional staff members seems to be a stable

complement for the unit, with replacements being made if one of the para-

professionals leaves for schooling or for other reasons. A receptionist

secretary position was also provided early in Dr. Mintz' tour of duty,
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and this position was used in later years as a stepping stone to the

greater responsibility of the :ental health worker position by one or

More Navajo.

3. Direct Services it the First Year

The work of this unit is well described in the formal

report submitted _t the end of the 1969-70 period by Dr. Mintz to the Area

and National headquarters of the IHS Mental Health Programs:

The clinical program at the Hospital End OPD provides diagnostic
consultation and case treatment by the Mental Health team. At first,
most Mental Health referrals came through the Out-Patient Department
and primarily were for psycho-physiological problems. As the Mental
Health Service expanded, cases were referred from the In-Patient units,
as well as there being an increasing number of self-referred from
adolescent-parent generational conflict,to psychosis. The relation-
ship to the In-Patient Services became two-sided, with the Mental
Health Program hospitalizing some patients who are psychotic, suicidal
Or in alcoholic hallucinosis. In addition to holding regular clinic
twice a week, the Mental Health.staff is available several more days
a week for consultation and emergency treatment. They also use these
non-scheduled days for the continued treatment of patients who are
identified on scheduled clinics. Besides treatmatt provided by the
team in the Hospital and in the Mental Health and Social Service
trailers, many home visits are provided, primarily by the-Mental
Health workers. These home visits are oriented toward prophylaxis
as well as toward treatment.

During the;first 12 months of the clinical service 70 male and 150

female patients were seen by the staff. About 80% of these patients
were seen jointly by Dr. N. Mintz and one of the two Mental Health
Workers (since most patients do not have aufficient command of
English to allow treatment,tebe'in English). About 10% of all
patients were carried alone by_ thei Senior Mental Health Worker (Mr.

Bilagody), with consultation by N. Mintz. The remaining 10% were
seen primarly by N. Mintz, with consultation by Mr. Bilagody or
Mr. Parket. As Mr. Parker becomes More experienced, it is expected that
he will carry some patients on his own also. Even though most patients

were seen for brief intervention (4-6 treatment sessions), the time
involved was greater than might be thought, because of two factors:
home visits are time-consuming because of distances ana poor roads,

but yet often are necessary. About 75% of all patients seen were
given psycho-active drugs at some point, although only in about 30%

was drug therapy a continuous accompaniment of treatment. About 10%
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of the patients were b .ntained primarily on drugs, wi h sup-
portive treatment fromethe staff. These mostly were psychotic patients
and patients with entrenched psycho-physiological complaints.

A variety of additional services were provided both inside and out-
side the service Unit. Consultations have been scheduled at Kayenta
Health Clinic, anti have been offered (on a request basis) at Kearns
Canyon, Winslow and Monument Valley Hospitals. Regular visits to
Arizona State Mental Hospital and to Gallup Indian Hospital were made
by N. Mintz and Mr. Bilagody. Consultations to various shcools (Kaibeto,
Shonto, Flagstaff BIA Dormitory, Ramah, Toyei, Rough Rock) have been
made by S. Mintz and Mr. Bilagody, and sometimes by N. Mintz. These
visits have included recruitment-of high school students for special
off-reservation high school and college programs. Talks have been
given to students and staff at Tuba City Public School bY Mr. Bilagody
and N. Mintz, and Mental Health personnel have been active is commun-
ity programs and planning, ranging from Mr. Parker's involvement in
community alcohol programs to S. Mintz trying to facilitate and en-
courage Indian self-employment ventures.

An area that the Mental Health Program virtually has avoided is the
problem of alcoholic patients per se. To be sure, there are many
Mental Health patients whose problems include alcohol abuse, but
they will be seen primarily for depression, suicidal attempts, fam-
ily problems, anxiety attacks, insomnia, etc. This is a tactical
choice, which some may not agree with. However, it seemed to be most
fruitful to work with alcohol abuse in the context cif some other
symptom, one which is subjectively disturbing the patient, using thi
as leverage to approach the alcohol abuse. However, the Mental Health
Staffalso have given talks to schools and to other community agen-
cies on alcohol abuse, and have provided consultation to the Tribe's
ONEO alcoholism program and to the hospital's antabuse program.

4. Summary of Cases 1969-1971

After completion of his Career Development period in 1971,

Dr. Mintz s a i ed the epidemIologic InformatIon that he had obse ved in

Tuba City, as well as a pilot attempt to determIne if the effects of psycho-

therapy were reflected in the medical records. These two brief reports are

included in full because they present rare hard data, as well as a dis-

cussion of the problems involved in finding appropria e ways to utilize

work in research designs.
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PREI..IMINJUY MD INCOMPLETE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
SURVEY OP TUBA CITY PROGRAM

The following is a simple tabulation of 345 identified patients seen by
me or the mental health staff during the two years I supervised the program.
BY "identified" I mean that these were the index patients whe vent through
the intake procedure. FamilY members vho were involved in treatment of the
index case were not counted in the tabulation, even though many of them
were considered by us as patients_and received treatment in addition to the
usual family interviews or treatment sessions for the identified patient.
The only exceptions were when a family member began to consider him or
herself as a patient, and requested (directly or indirectly) our services.
In such instancee, an intake procedure was done, the patient had a fader
opened, and this became one( of the 345 patients in the sample. Patients
who were seen by the mental health staff and by visiting psychiatrists over
my summer vaektiOn were not included, unless these patients were continued
in treatment after my return (thus either being-seen by me, or my being
involved in supervising the mental health worker seeing the patient). Also
not included are a few persons for whom treatment was on an "informal basis"
and on whom no records were kept, neither mental health records nor medical
records. _hese were ell out-patients and were.in sensitive positions
vis-a-vis the hospital, the town, or the tribe. However, several persons
are included in the 345 who also fit into the abeve "sensitive" categories;
records had to be kept on them because of the more serious and/or more
public nature of their problem and/or the formal nature of the treat-
ment. Also, all patients seen on (or referred through) the in-patient
ervice had intake procedures; they necessarily were considered as:falling

into the more formal treatment category, even though they may have been in
"sensitive" positions. Finally, those few patients from the Tuba City
aria seen in outside mental wards or hospitals (Gallup Indian Hospital,
Arizona State Mental Hospital, Phoenix VA, etc.) were.included, but the
many patients from outside the area that the mental health workers or I aw
in consultation at the Kayenta, Kearns Canyon, or Monument Valley out-patient
clinics were not included in the 345 patients, unless continued treatment
was instituted and patients were followed in the field by the mental health
vorkersi in the latter case, intake procedures w re done, a folder opened
at Tuba, and they were then included in the 345.

Sex: males, 126 females, 219

Race or Tribe: Navajo, 296; Hopi, 25; Flute and Piute/Navajo, 7;
Navajo/Hopi, 3; Navajo/other, 5; Hopi/other, 1;
other tribes, 3; Anglo, 5; Black, O.



5-14 34

15-19
55

20-24 48

25-29
55

30-34 42

35-39 41

40-44 19

45-49 23

50-59 23

60-up

First_visit of mental health staff member self or mental health
woigN1-during my tenure occurred with the patient: on the ward
of the TUba City or other PHS hospital, 132; in the MH clinic or

-Other Out-patient clinic or in the field, 209; on the ward of
Alisona State Mental H6spital, 4.

Referral source: Out-patient department physician, 79; hospital
ward physician, 130; social service (includes several patients
"inherited" from social service the first few months after I
arrived), 32; school referrals (including school nursee and ad-
ministrators, etc.,.es vell as guidance Staff), 23; self-referred,
33; friend or relative, 29; police, 3; work supervisor, ?; legal
aid society, 1; state hospital, 4; on my request (suggested after
record review, which I routinely did.everY few weeks), 9.

Suicide attem (or in a few cases a threat on verge of being
carried out ) was reason for first contact during my tenure:

attempt, 55, attempt auspected byleferral agent but judged by
ME not to be an attempt, 7. In addition, three Navajo men were
brought in DOA by suicide during my tenure et Tuba City. Fam-
ilies of all three were seen by someone of the MH staff (neither
the DOA nor their families 'are included in the 345 index cases)
subsequent to the suicide. None of the men had been in treatment
with the MH staff during my tenure. However, two of them had
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records of p ychological disfunctions (including suicidal Ideation
and behavior) several yeard prior to my arrival at Tuba City. In

a-record review, I had requested that the out-patient department
give one of theee three men an appointment to see us when he nart
came into OPD, but -he never was given it or else never eame; and
the second man had been seen by a social worker for a single con-
sultation at Tuba City several years before I arrived, but had
never been involved in continued treatment then or later. Methods
used by these three successful suicides were gun, drugs plus al-

cohol, hanging.

ElyskatEVII.ATA4 prescribed by medical staff withIn tr_yesrs prior
to the patient first being seen by the MH staff (during my tenure).
These were preseriptions for psychic conditions, or for psycho-
physiological conditions, or for psychic "overlay" or "exaggeration"
of physiological conditions, which were prescribed by physicians
prior to anY consult by the MH staff. Patients given psycho-

active drUgs for acute alcohol reactions, but not given mainten-
ance prescriptions after the acute stage (e.g. Librium given until

the actue phase ended, but patient not prescribed the drug there-
after), were coded as "none" in this count, ae were other "single
shot" prescriptions for acute insamnia treated with Chloral
Hydrate or Thorazine-for a few nights). Likewise, patients with
"physiological" epilepsy receiving Dilantin and/or Phenobarbitol

were coded as "none" in the count (unless other psychoactive

drugs for other problems were prescribed), as vere patients on
Antabuse for alcohol abuse (unless other psychoactive drugs were
,prescribed), and children given drugs for minimal brain damage
syndromes and the patients given Darvon for: pain'(altheekh'the
latter was clearly used by some patients as a psydleftetiee drug).

Included in the count were patients for whom Phenobarbitol was
used as a sedative for a week or more. Forty-seven patients out

of the 345 casee did not get tallied because the prior two_years

were spent in whole or in significant part away from the Taba

service unit, and so the information would not be comparable to
other cases ("away" does not include the frequent migratory visits

taken by many Navajos td relatives, unless evidence appeared to

show that this was in fact a significant more out of the area of

our health care), Thirteen additional cases were not tallied

because complete prescription records were not found at the time

of this recording.
Thus in the remathing 285 e patients having no record of

pByOhoactIVe d _ within two years of first visit to MH staff,

157; patients given only a single type of drug (Librium & Valium

counted as a single type, as was Imiprimine and Desiprimine, while

Thorazine and Mellaril were counted as two types), 66; patients

given more than one type of drug 61; patients given drugs, but

number of types unknown, 1.
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.1711yarleacttir_ arugs_ preecribed w t1ents than
befaia their first vieit te tAle Mu linic during my tenure.
137177the ssme coding schens as dtreetly above, therevere 44
cases for wham complete pr &'itLon records for this time period
were not availabls. It adeitioel 39 patients spent a significant
part of their recent life Ott of the area of the Tuba City hemIth
care facilities. Thus Of tb ema1n1n 262 casea included ln thi
count: patients hsving
longer than the two years
given a single tyTe drUgs

_

drug* 37.

fpsychoac ive d.rugi cr _d
first ME visit, 186; patients

petients given more than one type

b o-ctive d s. There were
5 p&tientn who were not cnte 1i both aount notavallable
records, or out of the4ares f es end r_longer, prior to
first visit), or the reeaitipg 2 9 patients having no record o_
prescription for psychoactive deuge anytime prior to first visit,
126; patients having one or !more peychoactive drugs sometime prior
to first visit, 163.

Patients prescribed slysl9actotqr-soren4a-tdprott_ken
rtaff. regardless of whether ortict the patient was on drugs when
first seem by tha MH stafr during uly tenure, the following telly
shows howmeny patienta Were race:mended to be on psychoactivs
drugs, end for how long, roaleoviing the MH staff's evaluation.

Sone patients wire continted artbee same drug that they had been
on when we saw them, some were cortinued on drugs but the type
was chmnged, acme were started oil drugs who had not been on drugs
vber um first saw them, era mete petients on drugs when we saw
them umre recommended to discortItJtum these drugs. Finally, the
length of,tine a patient waS ell drugs refers to the actual ramber
of months during uthich a palcbmietLve drug recommended by the MH
program wls taken anytime iP that mmnth. In many cases this NW
not comsecutive but intert17ttetl %patient who vas on a prescrip-
tion nr two months, then off toy %month, then on for two months,
then off for the remainder' Or Ry duration, would be counted as
having been on drugs for 4 Vic:lathe, Also, patients taking a pre-
scription for a few days in Wronth would be counted as having
teen cm drugs for a month. A far proportion of anxious patients
vho veTe started on a regUler drOg regime at first and then were
later switched to an intermittmnt take-when-needed regime, were
counted for each month during vhIch tbsy took piLls, ewer if this
vere cmly for ore or two days. PI other words, the count represents
anyltamth during which 4 drtl itee taken, no matter how much or how
little, Finally, sore patietta ere "Open-erded" for number of
months, because when I left they Were still being maintained (either
coatinuously or intermittewqr) on drugs. Some of them undoubtedly
*mad heve been discontinued suol, vhile others would have been
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maintained for a long time. To get some breakdown on this,
patients still being maintained were categorized into three
groups: first visit to ME etaff was 1-3 months prior to my leav
(therefore there vas a good likelihood of discontinuance soon);
first visit 4-7 months prior (still a fair chance of discontinu-

first visit 8-12 months prior (probable-long-term mainten-
ance); more than 12 months pride. (long-term drug maintenance).
Since copies of these records were complete at tine of counting,
the data are based on all 345 cases. However, 20 cases were
inappropriate to include because they were seen for diagnosis only
and were referred outside the area (hence not treated by the ME
staff). Thus the breakdown is for 325 patients:
Patients that NH recommended to be on ne psychoactive drugs for
the entire time during my tenure, 182; patients recommended by
mental health to be on psychoactive drugs some period of time but
were not receiving drugs when I left, 82; for one nonth only, 46;
for two months, 18; for 3-months, 7; for 4-7 months, 9; 8-12 months,
2. All of these 264 patients (those receiving some dregs and those
never receiving dregs) were on no drugs when 1 left, In addition,
there were 61 patients that were still on drugs when I left,
end these break down as follows: on drugs for 1-3 months, 11;
for 4-7 months, 6; for 8-I2 months, 6; for over 12 months,'38.
SE_L,g_LthL_twobrmbinirea_jzrik(wn, we can state that aeproxinately 55%
of MH patients had no psychoactive drugs recommended for them by
the MH staff for the entire period of possible contact during my
tenure. In addition, we can estimate that 15% would have had
drugs recommended for only 1 month, 8% for 2-3 nont4s, 4% for
4-7 months, 1% nor 8-12 months, and 15% for over twelve menths.

Alcohol related medical roblems. These refer to medical problems
that were precipitated by alcohol abuse (accidents, fights, pneu-
monia), rather than being problems of DT's or hallucinations. This
percentage is based on ellninating patients with incomplete rec-
ords or children for whom the analysis would be inappropriate.
Of the remaining 245 patients who were seen the first two years
of the mental health program, 20% were seen in the out-patient
department for alcohol related medical problems within tvo years
prior to their visit to the mental health service.

ej2y:_p_L-okce tAn-schiatricoziosis within 2 years

prior to first visit at the Tuba City Mental Health Program. For
271 of the 345 patients we vere able to get appropriate informa-
tion. Of the 271 cases 126 patients had never received a psy-
chological diagno of eny kind in the two years prior to our
seeing them, nor had they had any mental health treatment. This
is Just a little under 50%. Of the eemaining 50%, about half were
eefients who had been seen in the medical out-natient derartment
and had been given a psychological or psycho-physiological diag-
nosis, or (in a few instances) they had been seen by the mental
consultant or by social service as out-patients and had been given
a esychological diagnosis. The other half (25% of all patients)
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had not only been seen in the out-pat ent department, but also had
been hospitalized in the medical ward of Tuba City with a psycho-
logical diagnosis or (in a few instances) had been sent to a con-
tract psychiatric hospital, within two years prior to our first
contact with them.

Traaslator needed. For the year 1969-19701 the hospital found that
in the medical out-patient department they needed translators part
of the time. In my own work, our statistics for translators dif-
fered somewhatfrom those of the medical out-patient department.
Ita% of the patients that I saw needed no translation, 42% of the
cases needed a translator all the time, either for language trans-
lation or cultural translation, This analysis includes non-Navajo
patients. However, the Hopis or the other Indians (except Piute)
generally would not need liaguistic translation; thus, if one
would just do an analysis of Navajo patients seen, the percentages
of patients needing translators would be mmah higher, One reason
why the mental health pragram needed somewhat less translation
that the medical out-patient department s because we did not have

a large5ercentage of old patients (who always need tramslationli
and we did not have a large percentage of very young children
(whose mothers would be the ones for whom translatian was required).

M!ta1heiltk -orker viats (out-patient). 40% of the mental health
progran's patients were never seen by a mental health worker
without my also being there. The remaining 60% of the patients we e
seen as an out-patient at least for one visit by one of the three
mental health workers, withoua my presence. The nedian number of
patiett visit that the mental health workers had by themselves
with these out-patients was 1.2 visits. In 60% of these cases,
the most experienced of the three mental health workers saw the
patient.
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A Pilot Study to Determine if Psychotherapy
Effects are Reflected in Medical Records

Norbe_t L. Mintz

Thirty-two patients were randomly chosen from the 345 case folders
compiled on patienta seen at the Tuba City Mental Health Program.
Of these 32 cases, 29 (89%) were Navajo, 2 were Hopi, and 1 was
Navajo-Hopi; this percentage of Navajo patients in the pilot sample
compares favorably with the percentage of Navajo patients among the
entire 345 cases (87%). Twenty of the 32 patients are female (63%),
which again compares favorably with the percentage of female patients
in the entire sample (64%).

For these 32 cases, we examined the medical records for out-patient
department visits as well as for in-patient hospitalizations. For
the pre-psychotberaphy measure discrete illness visits to the med-
ical out-patient departments were counted for a period of two years
prior to the first visit of the patient to the mental health program,
and the Berne was done for hospitalizations. By "discrete" is meant
that short-term re-visits or follow-up visits for the same problem
were not scuated, but a later recurrence of the same illness was
counted. Thus, if a patient came with an earache, and three days
later returned with the same complaint, that was not considered a
new visit; but if the same patient returned two months later with a
recurrence of the earache, that was counted as a new visit. Like-
wise, if a patient was hospitalized with a broken leg from an auto
accident, and was re-hospitalized a week later because it unaccount
ably did not seem to be healing correctly, that was not considered
as a new hospitalisation; but if the same patient was hospitalized
a month later because he tried to ride a horse and thereby disturbed
the tone alignment, that would be counted as a new hospitalization.

After this count sits done for the two years prior to the fir t mental
health visit, a post-psychotherapy count was lene following that firstmental health visit. The length of time covered by this second tab-
ulation varied with each patient. Since the tally was done one
month before I left Tuba City, the maximum span between the patient's
first mental health visit and the time of medical record tabulation
could te two years, whereas the minimum span could be one month.
This non-cmparability of time span between the pre and post records
was adjusted by pro-rating the post-therapy tabulations to a base of
two years. Furthermore, 5 of the 32 patients for whom the post-
psychotherapy medical records spanned only a three month period p ior
to the tabulation were dropped from data analysis, on the premise
that 3 months was too short a time for a reliable count. Other
patients also had to be eliminated from the data anales'A: 8 because
they were not consistently residing within the western end of the
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e vation during the total period of time covered in our record
tally; 1 because the medical records were unable to be located during
the several weeks of record abstract; and 1 because it was the record
of a mentally defectipe child who was seen for diagnosis and7place-
ment recommendations, not for psychotherapy. Thus, 17 records
of the original 32 were able to be used in data analysis (53%).

The 17 patients whose medical records could be used were segregated
into two categoriest those who were judged undoubtedly to have ben-
eftted fram their contact with the mental health program, and those
who could not be judged in as unequivocal manner. The judgment was
triet and conservative; a more flexible evaluation would have placed
some of the "no benefit" patients in the category of having received
some benefit from their contact, if one were to include'such A cat-
egory. The reason for not having such a category is that I was both
the therapist and the clinical evaluator, and so wished to use a

ry simple and strict categorization. With this basis for segre-
gation, 10 patients were judged as undoUttedly having benefited, and
7 patients were not able to be so judged,

Th4 "benefit" and "no benefit" groups were then campared for difference
in number of out-patient medical visits and in number of hospitali-
zations for pre-therapy and post-therapy timie periods. For post-
therapy out-patient visits, the:10 patienta'jUdged as undotbtedly
improved had a mean reduction in medical out-patient visits of 7.9
visits per two years, while the_T "no benefit" patients had a mean
reduction of only 1.3 visits per two years. A t-test for this dif-
ference was statistically significant beyond the .01 level for a two-
tallied test. Turning to hospitalizations, the patients judged
undoubtedly improved had a post-therapy near' reduction of .8 hos-
pitalisations per two years. A t-test for this difference was not
significant. The t-test was computed only to allow comparison to
the results of the out-patient visits. Actually (as discussed below
the data were not distributed in a manner appropriate for a t-test.
A Marn-Mhitney U-test, which. was an appropriate test for the hos-
pitalizations data, also showed no significant difference.

Tbe results of analyzing out-patient visits clearly supported the
prediction that when psychotherapy was judged obviously to have
been effective, it would be reflected in a reduction in the number
of subsequent visits for medical treatment. Those patients judged
to have gotten "no benefit" also had some reduction in cut-patient
visits after contact with the mental health progran; this either was
due to random variation or else to the fact that this categorization
had at least three types of patients: those who probably gained
same benefit, those who gained no benefit, and those who got wor e
despite our efforts. If the number of patients who gained some
benefit were larger than the number who got worse, then the reduc-
tion in medical out-patient visits even for the "no benefit" group
is understandable.
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Results of the hop1talization analysis were in the predicted dir-
ection, but short of rtatistical significance. It is not difficult
to see the reason for this if one understands several facts about
thia data. Hospitalizations are not as frequent an occurrence in
an individual's life as are out-patient visits. Therefore, a large
sample would be required befdre reliable patterns could be assumed.
Our pilot sample of 17 cases was sufficiently large for the out-
patient comparison, but not for the hospitalization comparison. In
addition, there is a difneulty in deciding whaV. to do about 7 of
the 17 patients who had no hospitalizations. before therapy, and
likewise had no hospitalization after therapy. This result is
favorable in the sense that those patienta remained free of serious
illness after therapy, and in this respect in some way should be
counted as a positive result. On the other hand, having had no
hospitalizations befOre therapy makes such an interpretation at
least open to argument. But a problem arises statistically when
one includes these patients in the pre-to-post analsisis, because
although they contribute zero to the sum of pre-to-post changes
they are counted with the number of patients on which the statistical
analysis.is based. In a larger sample of cases, one will be able
to analyze the data in several ways, so as to get a better estimate
of whether or not there is no difference on the hospitalizations
measure.

5. The School Program

A second component of the mental health program in Tuba

City was the school progr5in. ThIs got early attention and was more

rapidly explored than it might have'been otherwise by the fortuitous

presence of Dr. Sophie Mintz wife of Dr. Norbert Mintz. Dr. Sophie

Mintz has much experience. in Child-and school program development and

consultation, and a a professional in an area where such personnel is

scarce, first began volunteering her services as a consultant to the BIA

boarding schools. This supplemeated the direct clinical services to

individual school children by focusIng on the potential preventive work

that could be done through a school counselling program which was already

a part of the BIA plan for the school. After the first year when her



servici: -ere contributed, Dr. Sophie Mintz Vas provided a salary by IHS

and she continued this work with the bOarding schools at Tuba City, Kay-

enta, and Kaibeto located within the area served-by the Tuba City IHS

hospital and its satellIte field clinics and health stations. Dr. Mintz

also made some contact with the public schools attended by both Nava

Hopi, and non-Indian children in the more thickly settled sections of the

catchment are

Although her services were ostensibly welcomed, the bureau-

cratic structure of the'BIA and the boarding schools is such that effec-

tive implementation of many recommendations was impossible. One of the

problems was a confusion about meaning of such terms as "counselling"

which to Dr. Sophie Mintz and other montill health professionals implied

a structured, professional and therapeutic relationship between a staff

member and a child or group of children. However, the term

used within the BIA to refer to the dormitory staff who function

hous- others and assistants to the dormitory staff--and who have quite

different functions in this residential setting than school-oriented

counselors . There was also a deep gulf between the view and committment

of mental health staff and programs which would be both preventive and

alleviate milder fo s of emotional distress and the BIA school staf

interpretation of their functions. One can realize the depth of this

gulf when it is realized that the Tuba City Bo rding School i s responsIble

for its pupils 24 hours a day during the school.year, andAproVides,their

total social and physical envIronment. Consequently, small changes in

waYs Of relating or performing one duties were apt to cause ripple
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recta t__oughout a closed system, and a very tight control in innovation

and change was excercised both foally and through informal social controls

on staff and pupils alike.

Nevertheless, a formal counselling de artment was estab-

lished, and eventually subdivided between elementary and junior high div-

ons vithtu the school, It was a source of frustration to the consul-

ant that adminie.rative authority did not ensure that actual 'counselling'

carried out. However, the two years of consultation experience paved

the way for many constructive actions that were taken at a later time. The

frustration, experienced in attempting to deliver mental health eervicewto

boarding schools are similar in all Areas of 1HS, and Dr. Sophie Mints'

pioneering work in the Tuba City portion of the Navajo Reservation 15 a

yell docmented expression of this problem. By eatablishing this dimension

f community consultati early in the history of the Tuba City Mental

Health Program as a foundation for later work, they have made a real contri-

bution.

6. Aftermath of the Introductory Years

The contributions of the Drs. Mintz to the Tuba City

program generally tend to be gloseed over by later staff umber of

reasons. One lies in the differing expe tstions of staff of the hospital

and of the mental health staff. The medically oriented staff had hoped for

a psychiatrist who could share the medical O.D. responsibilities and

assume full care of psychiatric and disturbed patients. As a psycholo

Dr. Norbert Mintz was not available for this responsibility. He 'earnestly

devoted himself to a sist ng as a consultant to the medical and nursing
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ft whenever they found it appropriate, particularly when there were

emotional symptoms co-existing with medical problems; as well as facil-

itating the referrals to psychiatric institutions when they w re trulx;

needed. However, his behavioristic approaches to human deviant bthavior

were more psychoan vtic they might have expected) but did have
-

the medical flavor to which th y were accustomed, and occasionally dise

sonant notes were heard. Pediatric and surgical staff were more receptive

to his consultations than were some of the other general and special

personnel.

The second problem that arose around the psychologists was

their involv ent in research without it being clearly understood by

staff or patients. Not only were the patients being analysed and

having their uncoflscIous motives interpreted to them from a very different

wo ld view than they had previously experienced, but others not identified

as patiento, discovered that they too were being observed and categorize!.

As this was discovered there was a feeling of being deceived, as well as a

loas of mutual respect. As one person expressed it, many felt that '

were like s ebpdy's beetle collection, all labeled and stuck on pins.

loc

I not people with feelinge.' .eaentment vas doubled because it wall

done without the understanding, the consent the collaboration of the

Nava,io people which had otherwise characterized the Mental Health Program.

Without access to the study itself, or to the conculsions

drawn from tbi data, it is difficult to tell whether or not the Navajo

fear of distoraon is justified, Certainly the anger at being fooled or

tricked is understandable. føwever, it should be pointed out that as
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recently as 1968 the discussions of the "Human Use of litunan injects" and

the guidelines for protection of people who participate in research had not

come to the forefront of professional attention. The use of misdirection,

and of attempting to be objective by not sharing research goals with

participating groups was very standard practice for many psychologists.

all fairness the behavior of these profe sionals cannot be retroactively

judged by standards that are now being developed. Whatever the rights and

wrongs of the matter, the distrust has continued, and certainly made the

deelopnent of Mental Health Services in Tuba City that much more difficult

than it might have been.

7. The Second Profe-sional: Stephen Proskaeur, M.D.

The professional assigned to Tuba City in 1971 to replace

the Drs. Mintz was Stephen Proskauer, M.D., a child psychiatrist who was

fulfilling his armed forces draft obligations as a USPHS offIcer. He

managed'to eradicate most of the distrust of non-Navajo professIonals and

to establish -- pect within the medical staff. His youthful earnestness

and well developed skills offset the cultural gaps between his energet__

desire to create change and the slower pace of the people. His ability to

be open, enthusiastic, and genuinely respectful of his patients was probably

the best antidote that could have been prescribed for y residual bitter-

ness of the previous expe_ ence.

The team of three Navajo paraprofessionals in Tuba City

developed some sense of spec alization, with one attending part cularly

to the problems of children and another to liaison work with alcoholism

programs. The third mental health worker, one of the older men in the
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program, studied the properties of drup used in psychiatric situations

and developed an in depth knowledge of their properties, side effects, and

the indications forfavorable results. In his role he is often able not

only to clarify the confusions of family and community about the medica-

tion schedules and anticipated effect , but is also invaluable at pro-

viding 1inke to the non-N vajo staff f the hospital and providing

them with concise infonuation about cul

ting treatment.

8'. Di ect Clinic Services

The number of patient v

and familial factors affec-

the Tuba City Mental Health

Program outpatient service is summaried for fiscal year 1973 in the

accompanying table

July 72 116
August 271
September 137
October 197
November 186
December 174
January 200
February 282
March 260
April 265
May 255
June 197

TOTAL for year 2,560

Male Female Total
Total no. patient visits 1,229 1331

Number of scheduled appoint-
ments not kept 266 370

Number with appointments who
came but were not seen at the time 10

Number of 'drop-in' patients seen
without an appointment 254
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This represents a busy outpatient program, but it only des-

CriheS one area of activities of the staff, school and communIty consultations,

and regular clinics at Kayenta averaging at least six patient visits per week,

e not included in the above stati sties of community and school consultations.

idea of the scope of the full range of the Tuba City programs can be

appreciated from these excerpts from a report p-

i4 1971.

ed by Dr. Froska

rrent Activities:
1I Clinical services at Tuba City Hospital. Average out-patient

census it about twelve patient visits per day. Average in-patient
load, 3 or 4 patients. After-hour emergencies occur about three
times a week with great variation from week to week.

2) (ayenta Clinic. Dennis Parker and I go one day a week
and see an average of 6 patients each visit. We eat lunch with
the doctors when time permits and do some informal consultation that way.

3) Kaibeto Upper School consultation project (see attached memo)
4) Tuba City Public School consultation. I meet every other

week with a group including the guidance counselors, the school
psychologist, and the juvenile officer from the Tribal Court to
discuss cases and keep lines of communication open. This is
shaping up into an in-service training program similar to Kaibeto
in some ways.

5) Other schools Shonto is interested on a children's group
making movies but not in mental health consultation. At Leupp
Boarding School, I have made one visit so far with some possibility
that a small consultation program may develop. At Tuba City
Boarding School various teachers and even one guidance counselor
are cooperating and asking for our help. Without having any formal
program, I plan to exploit each referral as much as possible for
in-service education by arranging conferences of involved school
staff with us after eacy psychiatric evaluation. Mary Ann is
doing soma testing at some of the smaller schools, e.g. Red Lake,
to help them set up 89-10 programa for special classes.

6) Staff Meetings. The entiN'e staff meets weekly on Monthly
mornings for two or three hours over coffee and cookies or such. I felt
from the beginning the need for us to trade experiences, ventilate
feelings, and educate each other, on this very busy service.
Although it had been suggested the staff would resist this, the e
has been only one person difficult to involve. The discussions have
stimulated us as I had hoped and now are a part of the routine
here with increasing openness from the more reticent staff members.
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7) Reciprocal service program with Northern Arizona Comprehens ve
Community Mental Health. You'll soon be getting a copy of the
letter of agreement between the Coconino Community Guidance Center
and the Tuba City Mental Health Unit vhich provides i% essence
that CCGC will cover Flagstaff Dorm and Page Public School System
in exchange for monthly psychiatric consultation from me and some
cooperative training arrangements for staff interested in working
with Indians. There are already mmooth cross-referrals going on
between us.

8) Of immediate concern is the opening of Gray Hill School in
September, 1972. Present BIA plans allow for 300 ninth graders
only to be housed in the 600-bed dormitory during the first year.
BIA has assurance of completing only nine new housing units for
staff at the school! Therefore all instruction will be provided
by Tuba City Public Schools. Mr. Jackson seems quite hospitable
to the idea of a joint proposal to set up a specially staffed
dorm for adolescents with emotional problems. If there were some
way to pay for housing through the proposed project, we could be
certain of enthusastic BIA support. I'll send you a possible
proposal based on the actual lay-out of the dorms so you can begin
thinking about how much it would cost and where we could get the
money. Mr. Jackson is already checking on possible funding
through 89-10 special education. But maybe we would do better to
call it a "delinquency prevention program" and get L.E.A.A. plus
alcoholism money.

9) Alcoholism Premlial_amms. We are working on three possible
proposals to submit to you for constructive use of your contract money
for the Western Navajo.

A. Contract to the Flagstaff Indian Center for (1) setting up
a cultural center to provide Indians in the Flagstaff area with
a positive alternative to socialising in bars, and (2) hiring a
Navajo mental health worker to work at Coconino Community Guidance
Center and at the cultural center.

B. Contract to the Tuba City 0.N.E.0 . Office throuE_1 the Navajo

Tribe to obtain anthropological and psychiatric consultation and
in-service training in group and individual psychotherapy for alco-
holism counselors, as well as some vehicles ao that the 0.N.E.0.
workers can reach outlying camps in order to work with families.

C. Contract to the Tuba City School Board or the Tuba City
Chapter to (1) equip a teen-age drop-in center and hire a coun-
selor for it, (2) spomor in the regular school curriculum a
series of discussion groups covering' medical aspects of alcohol
and other drugs, positive role models for young Navajo males, and
various ways young men can adapt to the tensions of living caught
between traditional and' Anglo cultures.
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_From:

Re:

Kirby Jackson, BIA Se
Robert Bergman, M.D,
John Porvaznik,

Hospital;
All involved staff at

1 Superintendent, Tuba City Agency;
ef, Navajo Area Mental Health Program;
-ice Unit Director, Tuba City

Kaibeto Upper School

Glover Rawls, Principalo Kaibeto Upper School;
Stephen Proskauer, M,D,, Psychiatrist, Tuba City Meatel

Health Unit

Men 1 Health Consultation at Kaib _o Upper School,
Academic Year 1971,s72

Date: October 18, 1971

This is to clarify the extent and-purpose of the Mental Health
con ultat n program in effect At Kaibeto Upper School for the pres-
ent academic year.

Dr. Proskauer, a fully trained c.ild psychiatrist, has agreed
to spend each Wednesday afternoon at Kabeto to meet with two groups
of staff.

The first group, meeting fr :30 to 4:00 p.m., includes
counseling staff and dormitory rvisors. The activities of this
group worked out with Dean Goodn, Head of Counseling, include:
(1) discussion of individual children manifesting emrAonal
problems in dormitory or classroom in order to reac's a better
understanding of the child's diffV:ulties and then to plan for
utilizing the schoul's human reso trees in an optimal way to
help the child; (2) in-depth supervision of sel cted cases being
seen in counseling; (3)-discussiOn of pertine , readings from the
psychological literature as the Opportunity _ses. From time to
time, other academic and dormitory staff will be invited to these
meetings when the discussion is tO focus on a child under their
care. Also, Dr. Proskauer will on occasion make classroom obser
tions or interview a child himself when necessary.

The second group, meeting frOm 4:00 to 5:30 p.m., includes certain
interested teachers and teacher aides who wish to develop their
skills in helping individual chUen outside the classroom setting
during overtime hours. All staff participating in this group will
receive compensatory time for every hour they devote to work with
selected children and for every hOUr of weekly group supervisich
with Dr. Proskauer. The goals of the group include enhancing menbe s'
capacity to develop rapport with troubled children and to make olotinlea

use of the ensuing positive relationships for the children'



psychological benefit. Each par c

on-goimg oases in detail dUring t e
comfort ami effectiveness of the
membership until the end of the flrOt te

will discuss at least two
term. To increase the

hanges will be made in
at which time old

members may drop out and new mnea maY join.

This imtensive inserviee treAnAT program in basic counseling for
interested teachers rot only shOuld develop new skills outside the
classroom but also should enchance .Vhe Portieipants' abilities to
relate to ebildxen in the more taniTiaX classroom setting. Times for
supervision and interviewing ellildre4 -will be chosen so as not
t4 interfere with the teachers acadtomJc responsibilities.

We hope that fr n these begillniAge other programs of collabora ion
between Kaibeto Upper School and the T'Oba City Mental Health Unit win
evolve as thm need arises and new resotirces become available.

9* Third Change of Senior tsikff' Joseph Wakefield, M.D. 1913-

the siuimer of 1973 tvic) 4f the M4ntal Health Workers from the

TilbsCC ty program entered sc demic pTograrms fox dmgrees, leaving the %nit at

le t temporarily. This together with the mAsignment of a psychiatrist to

replace Dr. Froskauer, Dr. Joseph WaMfleJd, has temporarily changed some of

vele yatt- n of activity. However, br. WafieJ.d, vdth some experience in the

Kberdeen Area prOg -neared to be adaVtillig to the South West and the con-

tfnuous dev lolment _f statf is vell Provi,de4 for i- he overall program de-

The SUD and physicians are deeply irlv4o1ved in naintaining Mental

eealth Services.

RecruIting new staff wIll be even rmore important as the treu

memt center nodMled on a Half Way house comMO closer to becoming a reality.

Presett planting is for this progrars to he hOnsed, together with the outpatient

prolgran and reg,tilax Mentaa Veaattl Frogrs! afles, in the old Tuba City

Inedien lospital probably utilizing the ediatrcs wing, as a new 125 bed hospital

is completed wad ocmpied by the Service U$1it staff. A memo describing

tiO.s plan was forwarded in the winter of 197L) and gives much of the rationale

anA n outli e of the propase. ph Therernve it i nuoted hero.
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SUBJECT: Re: Facilities f - rube City Mental Health Unit af er corrletion
of planned net., hospital building and proposals for staffing
and utilization of these facilities.

As you know, the finishing touches are now being nut upon the detniled
floor Plans for a new hospital building to be erected adjacent to the nre-
sent Ttba City Hospital facilities. Since only a single mnall office is al-
located to the Mental Health in the new hospital, space outsiee that struc-
ture will be required to house our expanding mental health services.

In my opinion, the available space hest suited to this pur ose would be
the West Wing of the present hospital, the current Pediatrics Ward....

Minor structural alterations [are all that would bel required to house all
the pro,;ected mental health iervices in this one space...71.e only maor
changes required would be partitioning of two rooms,,instaillation of
kitchen appliances, refurnishing the rooms, and retiling the r000rs.

The resulting unit would house both our Out-patient offices rAnd a live-
in milieu therapy area capable of accommodating siyteen adult; natients or
four family groups at caPacity including kitchen, craftchop, dining room,
and meeting rooms &seven as bedrooms.

Anticipated staff would include: ,svc}'iatrjst, nsvchologt, five mental
health workers, recreational and crafts therapIst, ott-natient secretary, end
clerk-typist (total: 10 staff members). Note that no nurses or nurses' aides
would be required, since the live-in unit would be set up on the model of a
half-way house therapeutic community, rather than on a hospital ward model.
Psychiatrist, psychologist and mential health workers wpuld he active rartici-
pants in ,c)th the live-in unit and the out-ratient clinic.

The Mental Health Unit would continue to provide consultqtlon services
to the wards of the new hospital. Psynhiatric patients with acute medical ,

surgical or management problems would he admitted to these wairds qnd treated
by Nental Health in collaboration with the other services. Those reauirinr
milieu therapy would he discharged to the live-in unit as soon as they were
well enough. It would be important that the live-in unit be administratively
separate from the hospital proner, so that patients could he responsible ror
their own medications, etc. With psychiatric admissions to the new hosilitn1
ward limited to patients resuiring medical care and/er close observation.
the number Rnd duration or these adnissions could he ow-tailed consider-
ably by the availability of thelive-in unit, freeinff up beds for acute
medical and surgical needs.
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The treatment center plans are a reflection of the Mental Health

Services atte_ding to d veloping relationships within the hospital iid also

throughout the western Navajo reservation community itself. As a result oT

experiences over the past few years of utilizing the beds Ln the general

hospital for psychiatric patients, the need for inservice training of the

staff had been reCognized. Dr. Proskauer had developed excellent consulting

relationships with the physicIans but observed that the nursing staff were

often uneasy with such patients, To R. certain extent this can be understood

i terms of their understa.fing and need to keer ahead of the routine and

technical care of their patients, who rane in age from ne born infants to the

elderly. It did not seem that nurses were so much afraid of the emotionally

disturbed who might be admitted to their wards, as in a ouand-rv about how

to deal with these ratientS' unpredictable behavior and how to neet their

need for special understanding. Seminars have been established utiliting

the services of Ronald Lechnvr, DSW, who consults on a weekly basis, and Dr.

liakefield the new psychiatrist. The potential impact of this prog sIn Is in-

dicated by the fact'that not only was tine arranged for these meetings

du ing the working day, but that many nurses who work other ahifts, and were

thus on their own time attended the first few that had been held.

?he support of the physicians for Mental Health Services also

embraces the Mental Henith staff's concern about keeping relationships open

with the traditional and family elenents of the patient's own social groups.

Both physicians and Mental Health personnel feel free to bring up the auestion

of utili ing t aditional healers, and there is ample oprortunity for

medicine men to visit the patient wIthIn the hospital setting, and t
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provide their support and parallel ministrations. Interestingly enough,

with the growth of some Mission congregations, this same courtesy is ex-
',

tended to those patientc who preferChristian pr4r services.

The TUba City Indian Medical Center Mental Health Program has

been described in some det il to show the complexity of interwoven activ-

ities that are developed, and because it has all the elements that are reflec..

ted in various ways in the other ServSce hats, with the exception of an

inpatient ward at Gallup. The other 3erv:,ce Units will be treated much

mre briefly 'because of the similarItIes of many of their -_tivities with

those described here.

B. Gallup

1. Outpatient Services,

The Gallup hospital is a five floor major medical center with a

er of specialty services. It has awell-developed Mental Health

patient program for both drop-in and referral clients, staffed by two social

workerss Elizabeth Bitsue, ACSW, who has already been mentioned and Marc

Rose, ACSW. ft also counts among its staff two well seasoned Navajo pare-

professi nals, and has the clinical participation and consultation of the

psychiatristliho als- heads the Gallup Ward. A great deal of effort has

been expended this staff to stimulate the community of Gallup to take an

interest i- the needs of i T., total population, and to assume a role in

dealing with the prems of alcoholism and special needs of school chil-

dren ConsuAting relationships to the 0E0, communIty and tribal programs

in the region, os7!cially those in Gallup itsef, are a focal concern to

the whole staff.

Since the Gallup program is also one of the two in IHS which has

7 1
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successfully developed an inpatient mental health ward, this program is

described in mo detail below. What should be noted here is that there is

no sharp separation of inpatient and outpatient services, so that a total

program with continuity of care is maintained.

2. The Gallup Ward

In Gallup, beginning in 1972, funds vere appropriated for es-

tablishirig services in the IHS hospital to be operated by the Mental Health

Programs branch. There was unused space on the top (5th) floor, opposite, the

pediatrics wing, with a day room, kitchen, nurse tation and a series of

rooms suitable for single and multiple occupancy, and with adj-ceht office

spaces for several staff. Jack Ellis, M.D., initiated the program together

with Ronald Lechnyr, MSW who left to secure a DSW. After ret rning to the

Area office as Depty Chief of Mental Health Programs for a year, he assumed

directorship in 1974 from Dr. Ellis. The inpatient staff includ s a head

nurse, Doroth Jackson also recruited at the start of the 7:women and five

Htis to caver the three shifts.

Originally the program opened as a five day a week Day Hospital

program. The space within the hospital was utilized as a m eting place for

staff and patients, first from 8-5 and later extending i to the evening until

around a 9 or 10 p.m. bedtime. Staff provided sunervised activities of a

recreational and occupational therapy nature, as well as seine pre-vocational

craft work. Patients either returned to their homes if they lived near by,

or to arranged rooms within the comm ity.

Under this program there were plenty ef staff to provide an

active therapeutic milieu, and to keep alive the links with home and

unity through regular programs of home vi its, family sessions and com-

unity consultations. The Mental Health program had its own assigned vehicle(s)
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to take the entire group, patients and sta f alike, on picnics, fishing

trips, and to participate in ball games and community activities such

as a county fair or Indian cereinonials. There was no rigid division

of activities between inpatient and outpatient staff responsibilites,

at least for the Mental Health technicians, all of whom maintained

continuity with their foiier roles in the community at large.

As the length of day for the program extended, some division into

shifts was evolved, but there was an overlapping period during the day

when all staff could and often were present to compare ideas and share

experiences and treatment goal . Morale during this period was high.

Although individuals from time to time had problems, the records for

this period reflect a frankness and an ability to retain cohesiveness

as a unit while working out interpersonal difficulties.

F om time to time a patient was admitted who was s fficiently

disturbed that his use of local community facilities was not possible.

These more disturbed persons were fed and housed in the regular Gallup

Indian Hospital facilites sually being g lien a bed on a general medical

ward. However, as may be inevitable with such arrangements complaints

began to be heard with increasing frequency about this small group of

patients. Their language we. s not always socially acceptable, and their

restlessness often presented problems to the night medic l nurses. In

addition, general nursine7 t-ff and other patients ve-e often fearful

when it was learned that the occupant of the bed at nicht vas "mental."

Not all the complaints cane from the medical -ide of the hospital.

The Mental ,Health staff felt -trongly that the demand .or drugs to keep
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their patients sedated while out of the Day Hospital was directly

counter to tro. own efforts to move toward greater self-control and
,

ta a d developing a sense of responsibility and reality testing in their

patients. The after effects of the drugs used to promote sleep and

sedation also tended to dampen the patients' abilities to tune into the

world around them, ond to induce a certain amount of dependency that

was considered undesirable.

After about a year as a day hospital only, Ale decision was made

to extend the ward to 4 hours a day. This involved a number of major

shifts in personnel, to provide coverage. Those pati nts who were able

to profit from it were enrolled in a sheltered workshop established by

the Voactional Rehabilitation service, and for many this meant that their

contact with the hospital staff was limited to a couple of hours in the

morning during breakfast and the group meeting, and several hours in the

evening frori supper time until a cab called to take them to the boarding

home for the night. More distrubed patients, and those newly admitted

to the ward spend the whole day -ithin the ward, and gradually work un

to this arrangement as they can tolerate it rofit from it.

In orde- to survey the technical aspects of the ward functioning,

a report originally written for the Area Chief of Mental Health Programs

has been expanded, and occasionally quoted directly.

a. Staff

The staff of the Mental Health Services rroram at Gallup Indian

Hospital, as of February 1973, includes the P hiatrist-Administrator

(Dr. Ellis ) and a Head Nurse s. Dorothy Jackson). The suporting staff



can be divided into two g oups according to supervisory responsibilities.

1. Supervised by the Psychiatrist
Number

Staff Physician
1

Psychiatric Social Workers
2

Mental Health Technicians (field workers) 2
Secretary

2. Supervlsed by the Head Psychiatric Nurse Number

Psychiatric Nurses 6
Mental Health Techn cians (inpatient workers) 11
Ward Clerk

Volunteer Mental Health Technic supported
by Southwest Indian Foundation)

Each of the roles represented above require some comment

description.

1: The Psychiatrist: As Chief of the Mental Health Services in

the Gallup Indian Mental Health Center, the Psychiatrist is ljmited in

his supervisory role to the group shown, although informally he is looked

upon as Chief of the entire Mental Health Service, to whom eve yone repo ts.

Since he is also serving as Chief of Staff for the Hospital, he has exten-

si e involvement in overall administration of the Gallup Indian Medical

Center. As a result his chief scheduled activity with other members of

the Mental Health Service s during the daily one hour staff meetings

held for patient review, and for in-service training and administrative

discus ion. He also leads an additional semInar on Tuesday evening open

to the general medical community.

Dr. Ellis comments:

I find my days extremely crowded as a rule, with Mental
Health administrative matters, general hospital adminstrative
matters, interminable meetings, seeing patients, consultinR,
and going to the Crownpoint Mental Health clinic every two
weeks. I probably see a more selectud group of patients than
the other members of the Mental Health Service: forensic eval-
uations, therapeutic abortion evaluations, employees and
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Commissioned Officer dependents, for evaluation, crisis
and long term therapy. In ade-tion, I meet weekly with
several key members of the Mental Health Service and also
with other staff members who need to talk for personal or
professional reaeons.

2. Staff Physici He is in charge of the inpatient service from

the psychiatric point of view, with the psychiatrist as a consultant.

He is perhaps the most central figure in the Mental Health Service for

direct daily patient care (inpatient

3. Psychiatric So ial Worke : Mrs. Elizabeth Bitsue and Mr. Marc

Rose, MSW,carry the main burden of outpatient work and consultation to

other services. In addition, Mrs. Bitsue is essentially the child

specialist, and M . Rose Is very heavily involved in maintaining the

-
flow of inpatient work in many ways hard to specify. Both are available

for intake and emercencies on a 24 hour call, 7 days a week, according

to a schedule shared with the Psychiatrist and Staff physician. Mrs. B4tsue,

who speaks Navajo, is invaluable in this role.

4 Mental Heal Technicians (field workers): Mrs. Catherine McCray

more nearly function like_ ither mental health technicians ln outlying

service units, while Mr. Thos Nez has gradually built up a role here

that is difficult to define. Mr. Nez spends a good deal of his time

with the inpatient s rvice as a free-floating therapist frequently con-

suited for dealing with tradlti

main focus of attempts

Jo problems. He is probably the

ombine AnRlo and Navajo psychotherapy, Fur

these reasons he carries a conside ably smaller load of patients for

home visiting than does Mrs. McCray. He is also the liaison person with

New Mexico State Hospital, visiting there regula ly and charged with
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the responsibility of maintaining pressure on the Gallup staff to

b ing patients back from the State hospital whenever po sible.

5. Head Psychiatric Nurse: Mrs. Dorothy Jackson, R.N., spends

a good deal of time in dealing with the general. hospital problems. She

n t involved in gene al hospital administPatitut has to

take care of relationships with other departments. Assisted by the

Secretary, she maintains liaison and does trouble shooting, She is

responsible for management of the ward, for supervision of the nu0,,

and mental health technician staff and for provision of tOntal health

care to inpatients, under the supervision of the Director of Nursing,

and in collaboration wIth the Psychiatrist and Staff PhysIcIan.

Mrs. Jackson is an experienced nurse with a keen inter st in devel-

oping therapeutic skills and a therapeutic community. She comes from

the northern middle west and is more brusque, and more quick in her

movements than the usual'southwestern person. Her almost compulsive

attention to detail d administrative requirement,- count balance the

psychiatrist's tendency to use intuition and to improvise, so that they

make at excellent team when they both participate equally in the program.

6, The Psychiatric Nurses: However desireable it may be to make

ward anInistration a shared responsibility, the Inpatient Ward Nur es

have certain inflexible and inescapable legal responsibilities such as

Ward T4enagement and Medications. In matters involving psychother_y,

however, they join with the physicians, social wo. kers, awl Mental Health

chniPia in free-for-all staff discussions about patient managerient.

Some nurse, -efer to avoid primary therapist's responsibiliti s Some

become therapists for a number of patients. If a nurse is fearful of
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her ability to 'manage the ward with a given patient not on med_c

especially at night, her decision overrules until other technieues have

brought the patient into better ability to Conform and BUY within

bounds. This is one of the topics of staff discuseion and disc'waton

in general meetings of staff and patients so that it provides a reality

check and a learning experience for everyone in working through such

situations.

It has become the custom for only nurses to make daily ch

altho h all staff leave notes and report eritical incidents to t

on Dety, particularly when significant developments take place out of

her range of vision and awareness. To some extent this produces more

stilted official patient records that might otherwise be the case, but

it also frees the Navajo staff from self-consciousness, about their

written English. When a patient is being followed off the ward,

es,

whoever is responsible makes chart entries.

All six of the Registered Nurses are non-Navajo. Five of them are

omen, and ihree are relatively new to the Gallup program. The one male

nurse has entered into the therapeutic community spirit by making his

home and neighborhood adjoining the hOepital grounds, a source of odd

jobs such as kitchen work and housecleaning for-women, yurd work and

digging cellars, etc., for men. Patients can thus earn competitive wages

for such jobs as they graduate from the sheltered workshop progr

test their vork tolerance and ability tO earn a day's pay for a day's

work. These activities are in addition to his reguler hospital shifts,

and are not given extra compensation by IHS.
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7. dealth Technicians inpa ient workers): All but one of

t\zie t le Mental Health Technicians are Navajo individuals recruited

and trained by IHS. Some have had extensive experience with other

agencies, but others are relatively young. The age range is from 20

to about 50. Not all are equally fluent in English, but since the Anglo

staff cannot use Navajo without some embarassment, things even themselves

Out. The vet ran non-Iavajo staff have developed some ear for Navajo,

se that when it is appropriate for the Mental Health Technicians to fall

into this language with their pat ents, it is not a completely exclu-

sionary process.

The Mental Health Technicians are highly individual persons, and

represent a wide variety of backgrounds. There are those who have

raised their own families, and those who are nroducts of the Boarding

Schools from elementary school age, 4re just learning about family

life as adults. Sever I have had rionce, Court experience, and

haVe close relatives who have needed special services for the retarded,

physically h

relate in ar

and families.

Mu h of the direct interaction that takes place between staff and

ents falls to the Navajo staff, who are creative in sharing onpo

unities with the patients to make fry bread listen to and practice

NtIvajo songs, and otherwise involve them in familiar group activiti s

a part of their therapeutic relationships. The Navajo staff also

dicapped or disturbed. These exp riences enable them to

mmediate and first hand way to the clientele, both patients

model for the patients a way of interacting with the non-Navaj- power
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structure that is based on mutual respect and takes many risk

opennesu that is not typical of the patients' prior'experience. This

can be reciprocated when a nurse awkwardly allows a patient to help her

learn the art of patting out fry bread, or laughs at a Nava o pun which

may be overheard or inadvertently result from art attempt to speak in

that tongue.

This ability to learn from one ano her, and to trust one another,

especially across language and cult al barriers, takes the craziness

out of the cross cultural confusions and allows it to be dealt with

for what aberrant or unrealistic thinking and action. Exper-

ience with this exchange has greatly facilitated the staff'- ability to

t ust one another's individual styles of therapY, and to valUe these

diffe ences as well similarities in points of view. The Mental Health

Technicians probably have as much impact on the staff in their devel-

opment, as the whole staff does upon the patients.

Staff Requir ents

To operate a safe therapeutic environment on this npatent service

is not easy with the nwnber of staff available. For simple security and

custodial care, there needs to be at least three people on the ward at

all times. The minimal staffing pattern should be one nurse, one male,

and one Navajo-speaking Pe on. Minimal therapeutic care begins when

there are at least four staff on the ward, allowing for variations in

activity and relationships. To have four persons available as a minimum

24 hours a day, there needs to be a total of 24 nurses and Mental Health

Technicians. There are only 18. based on a formula that produces
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24 hour coverage T days a week, a11QwI2g for leaves ad so forth , of

the number of positions required trea G.)

The average number of staff members on direct. patient care duty

per 24 hour shift is 9 to 9 and 1/2. Vhe sho tage is compensated for

at this time by means of overtime by the bles 'ng that the staff

seldom take their full annual leave, IT occasional voluntee lly-

for the summer months) d by dayti e and occasional nighttime fillim

from the outpatient staff ( eferred tO locally as 'outside taff )

These include the psychiatrist and staff physician who all pledge one

day a week ward coverage_as needed, i whatever role is appropriate

for them to assume.

c. Patient Census

The average daily patient census fr the last few months of 19/3

has been about 28. The average numbe f patients per staff member per

24 hOur per od has b n about 3. Tbese4 figures include patients who

not have been actually on the ward but may be home visiting, going to

sheltered workshops, biding their tIme in jail, or on a temporary susr

because of infractions of -ard rules tc Tt might be noted that not

all staff carrr equal case loads, since some nursds do not participate

in individual theraVy, mnd some mental

successfully with one kind of patient

ones. When a patient is admi,,ted, al

families, and liaison with other ITS ,

sibility.

h technicians work most

othe_P with nuite different

-ni consultation with

--vice Units becomes a ward
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Inpatient Ward Goals and Functions

To quote Dr. Ellis,

The purpose of the Inpatient ward at Gallup Indian Medical
Centers is to maintain an ongoing social system of staff and
patients that, in spite of alarms and confusions, offers the
patients the following:

a. A relatively safe rldce o_ asylum, retreat and
tion.

Restraint when nece- for the oak° of both the rat lent
and the society, mel ng our !taff, both physical re traint
and the restraint of Yhemotherapy.

c. PF!ychotherapy: individual, family,

d. Perhaps most imptrtant, a psychotherapeutic commu
experience, possibly of more importance t chemotherapy
or psychotherapy. This is a resocializati experience,
or a corrective social experience, which we hope offers
a number of positive values to patients:

Involvement with others in contrast to previous o-

lation and alienation, in an interactive group in
which in the long run warRth and care prominate
over anger and conflict.

Relatively open communication and self-expression,
at len as an ideal, in which there is a constant
attempt to promote clear communications, clear as to
meaning but without interferring with the interruptions
and diversions of spontaneous social interaction.

Role models, staff members and rossibly other patit,nts
with whom patients can identify, for the sake of
learning to act more resnonsibly, resolve or endure
conflicts and problems more effectively.

Problem-solving techninues used early and effectiv lv
in response to individual and group problems; for
example, community meetings, crjsis meetings, gripe
sessions.

(5) A general tendency within the group in the dIrection
of personal responsibility and autonomy for each gre
member.
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Daily Inpatient Direct Care Activities

Activities which came under adint are:

Community meetings, small group therapy meetings1. individual

mily psychotherapy meetings, plus crisis meetings when necessary.

2. Group activities, occupational, diversional, or recreat onal,

of whatever kInd can be devised to promote in eraction betw -n patients

and the staff.

3. Housekeeping. The hospital provices no housekeeping services.

so work is divided up among patients and staff.)

4. Assistance with personal hygine and gr

5. Accomp

the hospital.

6. Manement al' ward crises, medication administration, restraint,

assistance wit al ex wnination and tr-

7. Chart

8. Patient revies at g cup meetings in which therapy plans are

reviewed at least once weekly.

9. Telephoning to agencies dividuals, outlying mental health

workers, etc.

patients to the cafeteria, l__ Dt ec ions of

'ent.

The Role of Psychotherapy

It is near!- imposs ble to estimate the amount cC individual -sycho-

therapy that takes place, since so much it o n a relativ ,rianned

and unstructured fashion. Family therapy meetings average at least eight .

hours weekly. InEoial dro -in visits by ex-patien- and out-patients occur
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at the rate oI several daily, taking about fifteen hours of staff timo

y. One Mental Health Technician spends about throe or four houro

a week with the alcohol problems clinic in Medical Social 1:eienees. In

addit_on, consultations to pat'ents on other wa.ds and 6Tivices, rrot mOst

often for alcohol-related nroblems, averages about one a doy, managed usually

by the ward physician or a psychiatric socia' worker but often by a Mental

he-lth Technician.

Dr. Ellis comments:

"To maintain such a social system, it takes mo,e inter-aetion
work than most of us anticipated before we got into it. Ours
is a complex group and it's a wonder that we have been able to
continue working together. The staff is about hall: Navajo and
half non-Navkl:-, half professional and halt para-professional,
etc. We are 1-,reed to work closely together, thus becomi:g
avare of a multitude of conflicts of values, life styles, cultures,
training, moods, abilities, whatever. We have found that we are
often not sure what is good for our patients but we have become
reazonably sure that it is bad for our patients, as well as fof
ourselves, when ouz 'onflicts remain covert and thus potentially
,abotaging. We have had to devise a number of techniques to get
our conflicts into the open so that we can deal with them. This
takes muct time and, at least initially, it goes against the grain
of most of us i is uncomfortable and emotionally f tiguing.

g. Evaluation and Follow-up

of individual patients is done as part of the continuity

care. Where the patient lives within the region served by the G lup

Indian Medical Center, this is no i.roblem. When he or she comes from one

the other Service Units, a summary and recuests for information must be

exchanged with the :lental Uealth workers and staff at thc distant unit.

Informal transi , of this in 'ion is easiest w en the staff can meet

with the local staff at regular training sessions du/ing the month, E---d

formal written syste-- is being cevised.
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Formal evaluation of this program is diffic lt fo

Perhaps it takes both tfme and energy the staff do not have left ov

from it, direct service demah

easons.

Perhaps it take an outside perspec-

tive, as well as an adequate bi-lingual record-keeping system. One bit

of data is availabll howevt: based on comparison of admissions d -ing

the first two years of -eration.

Admissions

Total # of individ als

Ist admissions
(!nd admistiQns

3rd admissions

daily patient 1.a

Fiscal_vear 71 Fiscal rear 72

245 234

63%
21%

8%

5

There iJ also available -- anLysis of a series of consecutive

admissions totalli

and percentage of pat en

inpatient se-vices duri

(dates not specified). The diarncsA,ie categories

each nggest that 7l ! of the caei

time consis d of ;errs with nroblems

th ee major diagnostic categories: Alcoholism (PW, Transient Elituational

Diso -e- (24,5), __d Prsonality Uisc s (20.). oince ope inr the

24 hour coverage facility, this s tuation is chanring, and the number of

long tenn chronLi patients is increasing. This chuen the kinds of thera-

peut activities needed, and hail also affected staff morale. 1orkini.

'th chronic patients s frustrating -itating, and disheartening.

of it is work in the dark

type of progr

, nee there fe In,eful guidelines thi5

plicahie t_ this population and in thIs theo ecti e' franc

reference. Training. programs for the inpatient liftin- ay



from co- uity-based and preventive intervensions toward re-evaluntinR

treatment methods for chronic ;!lutients -- the "Untreatables". Seminars

on a twice weekly basis deal with both theoretIcal and pra tical probl

chronic patient managemet.

above covers the description of the Oallup Wad actIvIties and

staifing, However, it barely sugge-ts the atmosrhere and enerRetic activlt

that prevai.'s there. In order to make this part of the rroarern come alive

for someone who has not v. ited the ward, the best source materi 1 seems to

a memo written in January 1974 by Dr, Jack Ellis to Dr. Donal_ Swetter

of the IHS, as an informal descr tion. With the permission of both, it

reproduced _e e.

We had 234 adrissions in fiscal year 1972, of which 63% wPre first
admissions, 21% second admissions, and 8% third admissions. This VAR the
best indi.:stion I had at that time of the extent to which our mental health
services vas actually successful in treating the kinds of mental illness
referred to us. As you know, we have minimal ability within our faci1it:7
for research and evaluation and the types of neorle recruited to provide
mental health services at our facility Renerally lack research and evalu-
ation interests or abilities. We, therefore, have no better information
available at this time as to our success or lack: of it. We have plenty of
clinical impressions, however, both of discrete' successes or failures and .

of trends and perspectives. What I will attempt to in this memo is

supply some of these.

rends and nerspectives, a recent event may be of interest
negotiating with the University Without Walls Iroup from Denver
attemptinR to set up an educational prOgrnm for our staff, when

-A to a nsychiatric nurse from a prominent psychiatric facility in
Co,Lorado and told her of some of our activities. She WAS quite imrressed

as I told her of our attemnts to combine radically diverse treatment
modalities in OUT facilities. We take all comers, acute nnd chronic,
hopeful and hopeless, whatever age (except children under about 12),

whatever dinRnosis, ThouRh our staff-to-natient ratio is probably more
appropriate for a custodial mental hospital rather than a therapeutic
mental hospital_ we are more or less fanatically interesteH in beirm
therapeutic hosnital end therefore, attemnt to provide nn apnr nrinte
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treatment modality . ror each type of patient, This means that at anygiven time we may be providing tender loving cere to an acute rsychotie,
hard-boiled behavior modification experiences to a chronic schizophrenic
or alcoholic, family therapy to an adolescent, marital therapy to asuicidally Oepressed married person, vocational rehabilitation. andsecurity lock-up for dangerous!' patients. I mean this literally; we meybe doing all- these things at once plus the usual chemotherany, grouptherapy and individual therary. Probably the greatest exteme is on onehand the treatment method ye prefer for certain tyres of acute psychotics
which consists in allowing the natient to undergo his psychoSis with minimelinterference and maximal understanding and sympathy with his nroblems andneeds, We thus attempt to utilize his psychotic state of mind as a growth
experience. all of which requires that the staff deal with the patient in
as non-threatening, non-critical, nonssinterferieg a manner as possible.On the other hand, there are the treatment methods we have developed for
chronio schizophrenics and personality disorders such as alcoholics, in
which instsoces the staff is coercive, critical,,derinitely interfering,.enforcing rules, setting limits and punishing infractions by suspension,
voluntary lock-up for dincharge. In order to provide such radically
different modalities simultaneously, an enormous amount of staff discussion
is necessary to bring to the surface into-a-staff conflicts and resolve
them sufficiently, so that neither treatment method

. will he sabotaged,

Our psychiatric nurse visitor from Colorado was greatly surnrised at
our having learned to accomplish this, stating that at her fecility toy
bad, been unable to resolve this dilemrs and, therefore, had to limit their
sreatment methods to those that were ainilar enough to each other to mini-
mize conflict. IT am not widely enough acsuainted with what goes on in
other mental hosnitals to know whether oer Ftf" shment is as errective,
but I suspect that it is indeed unusual und is result or thp fact
that T hays, a strong nosition within the nailer T'IC, that our staff has
consiSsrable diversity, as well as being half narn-proressional and hair
Indian and that no in7--luential member or our sts" in identitIed with env
one treatment modality enough so that he rinds it too stressful.

We ace able, T tbicsk, to minimize the hot-hoese nsrect or ou_ service
and stay in touch with the diversity
patients with whatever individualized tseatment program seems most epr
nriate to their needs.

t- one

We must be realistic. We want to proside nuality mental he'alth
treatment in a theraneutic rather than a custodial mental hosnital
setting. We would like to knoy that we are at least as successrel an
other mental hesnitals in providing treetment such that patients coold
leave the hosnital with improved runctsoning, never having to return.
But the *)ressese we reel from the surroueding society is not so mec to,
provide good treatment, hut to ensure the se'ss' o the surroundine socie
from the real or perceived threat from persons theug _t to he mentally

87
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Unless we take action adequate to relieve the anxieties of the surrounding
society, we will not be seen as useful and will reneive no sunport in onr
attempts to nrovide any forms of therany other than protective custody. Fver
if we are unauccessful in our attempts to provide better than average
therapy, we are still seen as serving the necessary and desirable purpose
if we simrly provide adequate custody. And this we do, although with
our minimal staff it is often necessary to utilize males such as myself
and other nhysinians and social workers as custodians. The rest is gravy,
but it is the gravy which makes it all worthwhlle. By gravy, I mean n11. the
ways we have found to beat the heat and remain primarily a therapeutic
mental hospital.

Anecdotes help. Among the vatlents brought to us by their families
for custody, one young woman in late adolescence waaamong the most hope-
less looking. F7he was shapelessly obese, unattractive, and unable or
unwilling to enter into Rny kind of relationship with anyone in any other
way than as a helplessseerAina mess of unnleasantnesa. We first saw her
a couple of years ago and were unable to accomplish much more than stabilize
the grosser aspects of her psychosis with drugs enough that her family
was willing to take her home amain. rihe returned several times. In
such cases, the method we have evolved is to wait until some member of
our Ataff can gain the trust of the natient at which time increasingly
hard-boiled expectations are communicated to the patient that ho net
responsibly and actively to change his behavior and take better care of
himself. In this case, as T said, it took a conle of years, but finsJiy
it happened. A mental health technician is working closely now with this
patient, who is now working in another hospital, dressina attractively,
tak,ing the initiative in conversation, and even displaying a sense of
humr. If we were really an acute treatment hospital, as we originally
intended to be, we would have sent her to the state hosnital by nor. If
we were -enily a custodial hospital, RS our staffing pattern:would. indi-
cate, she would have been accepted as a chronic ratient with little hore
of ever leaving the hospital. Being neither fish nor fcwl, we were atle
to adopt the luxurious stance that wben at first we did not succeed, we
Could try, try again.

Another anecd_te is that of a man who sho_ed up one afternoon,
referred from another Indian reservation with a history of havi.ng been in
and out of the state hospital about 20 times and being nearly a comrlete
outcast in his community, especially after having killed a man. Fe didn't
want to stay with us, and we didn't wnnt him to stay, with such recom-
mendations, but felt that we had to try since there was nowhere else ro
him to rs). fie was rather threatening in apnearance, so a decision was made
to gather all our male staff around him and tell him bluntly how we would
suhdue him if he 'Acted in a threatening way, while at the same time
offering him every possible freedom as we attemnted to gain his inter ,t
in our activities. Onr show of force was so convincing that he made no
threatening postures after that, and though he snent every ciay talking
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of :renting to leave, he did not leave for several
he talked to many ef our staff who treated him with con
When he did leave, he had apparently regained enough respece
that he was able to reintegrate himself into his community.
report, he is again a functice ng member of his community.

durir.

Ytlf,0

einsel
1-Ye

Inother Anecdote concerns a patient we brought back from
pital where there are no Navajospeaking staff. She stooe in a corner

for er 2 years, resisting every attempt to Pet her involved f our
e. ram, until one of our younger female mental health technicians finellv
got interested enough and impatient enough to begin almost bullying the
patient enough to elicit any kind of resnonse. The "bullying" escalated
such that it was necessary to hold one or two staff meetings to discuss the
possibility that this young mental health technician WaS overdoing it and
actually being cruel to the patient. It was decided at these meetings to
monitor but not interfere with this work, and things nroeressed to the
point where, at present, the patient is home with her family, being
visited occasionally by the young mental health technician at home.

Another patient who had been in the state ho_pital a number of
times was most psychotic when he came to us, believing among other things
that he was an air controller. During mee','ees he would hold his hnnd to
his mouth, like a microphone, and guide the erious airplanes that flew
over the hospital towards the air field. He had numerous disturbing
behaviors wl.ich irritated staff and other patients alike, and an attempt
was made at suppressive drug therapy. This Was only rartially successful,
and in any case it did little to modify his underlying eccentricities and
there was considerable staff dissention as to what to do next. One mental
health technician thought that even ehough he was chronically, rather than
acutely, psychotic he should be taken off drugs and allowed to remain
psychotic and receive the tender loving care type of treatment mentionea
abore. Other staff members disegreed because of the disruptiveness of
hss behavior at meetings. A compromise was reached wherein the patient

'vas allaved to be as flagrantly psychotic as,he wished while in his
room (with the mental health technician favoring this mode of trentment
presene), while he VIRE also renuiretl to folloW the usual rules while hP

ia the tiblic areas and at meee-inge. The compromise arreared to work
and the netient acted crazy in bis rcom foreever a month, aIr cce.trolline,
writAng incoherently, making bizarre noises and movements and so en,
while at the same time 'behavine" in rublic. Eventually, apparently, he
was able to give up his psychotic state of mind willinely and return to
a relatively normal state of mind, soMewhat eccentric by ordinary stan
dards, leave the' hosnital and find work. ihen last-beard from be vas
doing well.'

1 am even proud ef eome of our f_ilures. We worked w' h one men for
over two years before we gave un and returned himItrethe state hospital.
He had been in a state hospital in Illinois for 1C years before he came
to us and we could not easily admit failure. EventusIlv, however, our
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taff became so (3-courared t_ t we hegan to resent his nresence andthought that he would be less resente r acustodial mental hospital.With re ret therefor,
mv transferred him to the rew

tIonpitLi Another sor- o f failure is that of a young man with whom yeworked for over 4 years while he madz? one suicide attempt or gestureafter another and threatened violence to members of our staff as well osof the community until he finally died or an overdose, either accidentallvor on purpose, in the local Jail. Ve have the privilege as well as theburden or being in close enough touch with our community that we cannotgive un except through transferring to the state hospital, so long as ourpatients continue to come to us or be brought to us. There is no otherfacility to pass the buck to. Tt's a burden when we can't figure outsomething to d,, hut a Privilege when the nressure to do something forcesus to learn something new. If there was ever R Program that is constantlyimproving and providing greater output with no increase of inrut, it isours, in my biased, unhumble orinion.

The kinds of cases I have mentioned may seem to represent a smallfraction of our work, and they do indeed in numhers4 but, in terms ofstaff effort, it is hard to describe the nuantity of work involved inmanaging such patients, while at the same time maintaining the continuousflow, in and out, of the more routine admissions and out-patients typicalfor a mental health service. It is often difficult to Justify such anexpenditure of effort for such a few patients who will never be veryhighly functioning members of any community, except on humanitarian oridealistic grounds. qains are very slow and very-limited, and thourh welearn something about human behavior, we may not learn much that isuseful in other eccuPations or walks of It is discouraging work andmorale is hard.to maintain, especially in the fThce of' the incessant threatsreduced resources.

Tr only for this reason, we turn eagerly to educational efforts or
community involvement to escape the discouragement of f7,e daily wov.We have attempted in a number of ways to maintain an ngoing
educational program and this year are negotiating Ath the Univer,Without Walls at Loretto Heights College in Denver to evolve aa estional program fon our starf that will enahle interested individua_L_to work towards bachelor's degrees. This is vary stimulating toinvolved, although to many or us it is (mite an additional work load.

A few of us are still involved in community mental health pro,iects,
although OUT lack of resources f _ces us to conentrate our energies
upon our in-patient, out-natient and emergency services to the neglect
really active community program. I NM still involved in tIle Galluv
Interap,ency Alcoholism Coordinating Committee (r11ACC) and its' high inthe sky 1;11 million proPosal a comprehensive alcoholism rehabili-
tation project. I am chiefly interested in attitudinal ehange In rIallur
rather than in the proposal which I reall-! don't expect to see
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funded. Tn my opinion, my efforts will be reasonably successful
if I can get the community, especially its elected officials such
as city councilmen and county commissioners, to affirm community
responsibility to take the initiative in confronting the alcoholism
problem in Gallup. The buck was passed to IHS. Since that time,
however, in part through the efforts of our mental health service,
the relationship between the Gallup T1AC and the community, including
the local police and sheriff's department, has improved so much
that there is no more buck-passing and, in fact, only entiv both
city council and the county commission vigorously as their
desire to do something, including, if necessary, tal spon-
sorsnip of the alcoholism proposal.

Another member of ray staff, Mr. Mark Rose, Psychiatric Social Worker,
is involved in negotiations with other community agencies toward the
evolution of an overall mental healtn Planning body. We expect to
get more involved in this direction as it becomes apparent that
the state hospital.in Net,/ Mexico, as in other states, will no longer
be willing to accept any apd all referrals, but will place the buf-
den More heavily upon the local communities. While it is tempting
for us to take the'lead in such Planning, we increasingly tend to
drag our feet and Rive the local commOnity time to take more initi-
ative, using us as resources.

One la t thing that it occurs to me to tell you is that we consider
that a mental health service has a useful role to play in a corPre-
hensive health service to the extent that we can deve]or techninues
for helping other health Professionals in their interpersonal rela-
tionships both with patients and with each other. Toward that end
I, as you know, remain involved in overall hospital administration
and other members of my staff either take the initiative or make
themselves available for consultation with other derartments, not
only for patient care, but for smoother overall staff functioning.
A presumptuous aim, nerhans, but one we would hesitate to relinnuish,
esnecially since, whether we succeed or fan, it helps us maintain
an thvolvement with the whole hospital and overcome the tendency
to be seen as a foreign body.
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the day hospital.

The shift to 24 hour coverage was also a covert invitation to admit

more chronic patiLnts. both returnees from the state hospital and those

whom the comznuniij had exhausted itself caring for. It should be noted

that the staff of the Gallup Ward has begun differentiating effective

treatment models for the chronic versus the acute patient but it has not

had an opportunity to keep a balan ed degree of satisfaction. The initial

therapeutic gains which provided immediate gratifi ation to the staff -are

based on the effectiveness of early c --__ finding and approp-' te inter

ventlon that short-circuited the process ar inducting people into the

patient role. Part Gf the local morale problem involves shifting flaa

expectation of these gratifications to th,,, ability to der ve satisfpa on

from more miniscule J%e- toward self-sufficiency on the part of sevarely

retarded adults and ts whom even the staff recognize albeit in

quotation marks, as a,la-atables." -o expect this shift in the face

of the other changes in sess has been a real strain.

the shift in accomodation. is taking place without the loss of viability

in the original program, is worthy of commendation. Perharps the task will

be easier if the (lir enti between the two programs can be made more

explicit, and adequate tai for each can be fundad, recruited, and ind

to the continuous trinir, ,nd service deliver,

A secon problem that appears obvious to an outsi

degree to wbich the orograxn depends upon the balance of personalities and

the free interchange of responsibility _aongst the various staff comoonen

is th e

This program is indeed rooted in a world view more el ilatible with the
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Indian sense of values an relationships thn are most programs in er out.

of the Indian Health Hervice. Although all but one of the prof_ --ional

pos tions are held by non-Navajo personnel, the Prefix lp -a' is seldom

heard. T responsibilities assumed by the Navajo Mental Health Technicians

arc great and as well carried out as those of the more arbitrarily class-

ified professions of nu social worker or physician. There seems to

be mutual resrect at all levels, except for a few new nurses,

not ren fully inducted into the system. Even this c r cee-

provided that there ig opportunit,- for full rarticipati n the therapeutic

program, since respect fo_ individual differences and development of

individual potential seen the them s of the pro;

iiowever, thi3 is a team operation, and if one member leaves, or

depressed in function

falter. To what ex

eny length of time, the k begins to

ram is -eproducible with another set of

personalities, or with shifts over time in the roles of the present members

remains to be seen. The probabilities are that it has been unicue in

specif c ways each year f its e-istence, and will change ozr tisie

has in the past. However, a solid basP of open int ction can be a self-

ting part of the system that will maintaln its integrity in spite

of change.

Finally, it is hope- that efforiL,s will be made to develop more -e quat

pon which to base an evaluation of the program an m! to provide metho

corporating its salient features into simr nroirans in Lther parts

of WS. In principle1 even if not in detn
_ , this program should be one of

keen interest to many comrmunity mental health sreciallsts throughout the

country.



C. Shiprock

Dr. Ronald Lechnyr, who has returned to the N vajo Area after

a D.S.W. degree, provides the active consultation from the Area

of fic not only to Tuba City, but also to Shiprock and Winslow. He

too is learning to fly, but at the present time uti azes charter flights

to get to these distant points on the reservation. The programs at

Shiprock and Winslow are linked closely wIth the social services

offices at those two hospitals, and depend for day to day services on

the Nava21 Mental Health Workers and Social Work associates to supple-

ment the wark of the So ial Workers. The Mental Health Workers divide

their ti e between being available to the hospiaal staff and work in

Vie field, which may mean a ' p' 75 mIles away or an agency or

family vithjn the town itse

In Shiprock the e was a realistic sense that the hospital staf

at all levels felt free to call on any member of the Social Service or

Mental Health Worker teams for a wIde variety of assi tance. Some

problems are those of arranging for family care for a patient, or for

discussing after care o ical incision. Others involve complex

interactions of f- ily and pa ent in planning to meet the needs of a

teener -ho has made a suicide gestwe or of a parent in middle 11.fe

who faces a need for care for an elderly ember of the extended family.

The Navajo staff are very much in dem: d as interpreters for nursing,

medical and field health staff.
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Mental Realth Worknri -an alum. y 1JC foun, gine no Mental Jlealth

professional lu rtvaflahle rull time, in tier thenc one of the general

Medical 1-Y-r1cers attach l to the. honpital nerves ns hnnic medlcai con-

sulta-t and bac-up for th ientTal HcJ th Workers. The list or tyre .

ents that Pr. Zonnia felt nurses an( rhvr,ioinnn an veil .n

Field HeaJth personnel m. ht ir refe- ing to the Mental Health

is given below:

A. All pernons who have made threats, gen u en,
nnd niicidal attempts.

B. All patients whne problems are attributed
alcoholism and drug Abuse.

Patient,n iho are obviously emot -nally or
mentally disturbed,

Persons with serious lepression and g
reactions.

F. Persons with illnesses or deviant behavior which
are largely ieterinined by emotional factors.

Suspected cases of mentnl ret rdation not
previously evaluated.

Persons with convulsive lisorders.

infants and chIldren who are shoving emotional
and behavioral disorders.

Teenagers showing emotional And behavioral
disturbances including ndolescent pregnancy.

Persons wIth serio
or rani y disruption,

rital arid family conflict

, Patients and families with snecial protilen s re]ate

to aging and chronic illness.



E,

Men

Worceru in the Socini

COfl!n1it regularly,

Def

as at Chinle

h staff. 1,ike Shiprock, Fnrt Dêflano

nch office, rsd ns

At both Chinle pori Yo 4 De!iarice

Mental Health Staff can provide has been exnerienced, th ervtce Unit

Director tends to express st co- inuous desire that a Mental !{ealtli 'Worke

be available to the medical stare at all times, This sometimes causes con-

fli ting demands to be placed on the sLafr who feel drawn r the values

they have found in their oatreach and hom based int ventions, To a

certain extent this strain is a growing pain, as the Mental Real h ervIees

have succeeded in establishing their usefulneas to the clientele and to the

no full time professional

Mental fleith

Chinle

alue of the servi

regular THS staff. It may be t indications that an additional growth

of staff' is necsssary. Until then schedulea and priorities are negotiated

.periodically to adlust to the shifting needs and best deployment cf .e-

sourcesm wIthout sac ificinm either role com letely.

F. Winslow

The Winslow Indian Medical Centers as was noted in geo-

Rraphie description, i- loc ted off the Reservation opposite the south-

west corner of the reservatlon. It has a patient care load like that

of Gallup that includes Indians living in or near the citv an well as

those who travel from the ren rked camps snd small communities

in that section of the Reserv- 'on- A full time Social Worker -d
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Navajo Mental Heal heve

the longer per1oc 1 of eyelopme

many waye the rrog

eram in their cerlier

clinical se

there ir vere

tekes ninch th_

ntle 1

_lb 1 In other flrrrice iinits in

no nt other

meared te

opmrnt of h t11 community links and

fllthoeeh the distance

main rvation r rov1dei ft slightly dlfernt Hee,

C. Crown Point Indian Hospital

Crown Point IRS tital in located slightly ert an(1 nouth o

the mai- boundaries or the Navajo Reservation, in central v tern New Mexico,

It s- ven not -nly the adeacent Reservetion populetion but also the Navajo

populations in the rest or New Mexico known itn the "eheckerls -d" and the

Ramah Reservati n, near 'Autii, a-d the Caiionc -ketReservation,

further east toward All'unutroue. There is a Social Worker there who woeks

with theee dispersed i.rultIons. Tn addition there is con5txltatlon provided

by the Albuonernue Area Office to Cnnoncito be the Mental Health rrog

staff, e3peeialiy the le, chia -ic nurse Irene tnoiewton,

The consultation iivolves working

staff at Cdi-lonclto,

both the Field llegl

ly the Public Henith Nurse and with the

-d Headstart progr. s f. Since this is the only Narn10 roDulaton

served by this eonsul ant there is less ease end famill eity with the

culture aed customs of the resident :opulation thon In meny other flervice

Units aed Field StatIons or the Area.

Otherwise, the eneral activities do met dVfrr in mny nmrked

sense frøm those of other :7ervice Units in the
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wcikrd co1rjhor,tI ielv on tw OFOOf al projects du-- his

s ix erro rThiof )f Mrnta1 Health ProgrImm. me of these was i1ir 1ned

nr mental health ntion

hy ti fiTA hoardinfr schools. Tn &ntabl Ifflul n

st rmJr

to thi,! Cr

th f! trnt- ti o

nee1 !inr a means of

the nurlber c:Olf,o1!; now locrtto.d on the tIavc leiervtfot, contrasts

1 the oituation e 1 , when almost all Nayalo children had to

n to Mahora or Aht:r F;trttes to acou ire an education. Howe

oven thourr.h loner 141t h-vile, the No:nervation ior,rd lnp, ncho do not provide

for (7(Intrr21, w itit l'irentm and other family membe _ tha nn essential

inqr lient fr)r do 1011 fl.;r well rounded, healthy personalities. The staff

to Flu

classronm ri

Is

to one adult may be suitable r

ut are inrcl r aderina to the needs for personal

Taal adult to child rat Lou of from 1:h0

r7ormnu in hIA ho,ardinv facilities. After school hourn,

and on weekemdm, thir ratir.

i during these

1 VI 0

aroun(

wie

fr.My

,n stretched to the utmost Ironically

ess to adults may be

I home.

r was en 17,0d r- r:h rem

an( 1

pre -1Y thmt a ratio of about 12 to 15

round the c 1ok ro U 0, wou:d rrovi

tho

dren rer adult,

interaction, and wou st1m

of r:monal devCoprent that problems

within the nehool and into the ruture years of those r!hildren's development.

Furthe Arto to introduce ravl,"o atriff and culture into
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day to da7 tI tcnjii, in

specialist An educa

staff added ander the grai

objectiv

hl

ther ith Francen

M.A.,

n Imre special

lop the model dormitory project.

tde team of psychologist hended

Pr. Wj,1 !am nmttfne. nr f"olorado Col

evaluation tear Gin-- cd U ! phyni,al, mcadcmt

Fort Callino.

and n owth nr thr

chi Hron in tine oie I 1odi Dormitory with the growth of children

similar 5f7hnol aettin without tbe gddLtional staff and connultatlon. The

ults aro very dr&rn tle, ont of the most notcwo thy being the finding that

the percentage of ch idren developing chronic enurenin increases in

mont TA boarding achooLs for pr1maiy m ildren between September and June,

at the Model Do-rmitory it steadily decreased and was a negligible occurrence

by December. In portn, projects, and acMrntc nch ,ve nt theee children

se med not only to do au well a normi expectancy, but often better. The

Model Dormitory project han been reported elnewhe e (nee 5ection IT,A), and

th 11 no be furti - disc

of the crea lye and

under the aunpireJ o,

here except to note that it was one

ie solu onn to a pernintent problem developed

n--io

grant number cf i ts e'olf jrAnoa

level.

Nmn Trn.iri

ntal Health Programs. At the end of the

national or Navajo Area

prngrNM, /-1P-9 rcceivo d at nal attention, and Is

"Navajo: the Fjht. for 4Arvival," BEIC rIL m mvailable through TIME-Life films,

New Yor. The rpect and eolia ntion that was etaih1ished with the t

ditional lcdern brought t tion of the Mental Hezti th Programs staff

the serious prob1e:h of the need ror Medicine Men, particularly thone who had
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1)rt Ic ipt lou In tril 1. and coTUn affal as weLl al her (!om i ttnrnt to

the bani c prinr I I C .hc prof!, rwri t ritZ fl. al. lit1. t. frrri the 1

Rosurea It eoutInaity

summary

()vrvi ew

erltw of it truly Navajo progrrtrn

Mrs. Pf: 1nr,t 1!; RtjltrJ1 report for 1 u7 in included here an a

tiro -)\R,..rall int It wh irh nhe took

over thL full retij. btlt;,, -r fleputy Chi.L.

1/IEHTAI. REAII/Yi flIANH

NAVAJO AREA

1972-12'n

BASE 'WYMAN

Th entr1 IV111h m cons jets of providing psychiatric,

psychological, osu1tatve and Focial Service activities for
Navajo Area on an n patient, out-patient and home visit

has s. Thc prOgr also provides referrals to both state and

local over nt In addition, regular direct patient care

Is provided t, everal clinics throughout the reservation,
including a psychiatric day ward at riallup, New Mexico.

CoricultatIe rvices are provided to BIA boarding schools

on and off re vation, public schools, mission schools, as
well as B1A Coeal rervlce3. Public Health Nuraes, and
hospital thterlipiinary staff, Our consulting activities

with the trLbe Lnludes : Tribal police and courts, Tribal

Education B an, and the Tribal Councll's Health, Alcoholism
and Welfare cnrnittee. Other ap,encies such as the ONE0
Community Actiem 1Tograms, which include an Alcoholism Program,
a Community Development Program and a Pre43chool Center, also

utilize lur con43ultInp, services.

Pre,, itIon Chan(!es

Curr ntly the r. taff consists of 1 Chief of Men al Health

Branch, 1 TX.puity Chief, 3 full- ime psychiatrists, 2 psycholo-
gists, 3 social workers, 1 staff physician, 7 registered nurses,
9 mental health technicians, 9 therapy assistants, 5 secretaries,

1 clerk, 1 wttrl oler}c, 1 Director, Toyei Dormitory, and

1 Assistant Dir tor, Toyei Dormitory and 4 vacancies.
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and rope atedly as a the uta rr de se ri bd

above hari tts Anique charaet nt±cn cmph . zed. Ts addressing the Parole

and Prob4t1i II

--eterlstion as foll-wn:

states, Mrn. cd her staff

The mnIsTy Ihe un iouener,s of

I;he program in that learnlnp experiences work both ways:
Vhe non-Tndlan staff learn from the Tndiap staff
4tout Navajo traditions and culture, while the Indian
otair learn from the Anglo profensionals the dyraunies of

havior, psyet-therapy, drug therapy, etc....

(Annual feport for 1972 continued here)
The work load has been steadily increasing over the past

especially now that the communities, agencies and
eficiaries have become aware of the Mental Health Program.

iku Tuba City psychiatric patient load has doubled since Jul:/
a$ has the Kayenta clinic. In addition to an increase in
pNtient load, the staf, at Tuba, City has In the past year
Mtkle regular visits to Taa City, Shonto, Leupp and Red Lake
bearding schools to assist with students, and to perform in-
*Orvice staff traLnim and testing. An additiOn Of 1 psycholo-
gi;qt and a par. clerk as been made to the regular staff
at Tuba City. The Fort Defiance psyyhiatrie clinic has also
obown an increase i out-patient visits as well as a need for
regular follow-up , patients through home visits. In the
east year a Mental Health technician was added to the staff
anti, more recettly another Mental Health technician was teansferred
to, thtsf facility to assist with the continuing increase of patient

ad. A significant factor for this increase may be attrrhuted
the growth of thin commuality, and the development of

mmunity programs such as: the Family Service Agency, the
blem Drinker's Clinic at Fort Defiance Hospital, the TB
trol Program, and the Twin Lakes Alcoholism Pehahilitation

:he Fort Defiance staff and the staff at Project Hope
Hospital have established a regular weekly psychiatric clinic
at Ganado. In addition to clinics at Gansdo and Fort Defiance,
tht poychintrist also holds clinic at Chinle and reams Canyon
osee a week. Until this past year there was no regular staff
or full psychiatric coverage at Chinle other than weekly

by the staff r5:,chiatrint, Mental Health worker and a
par me psychologist, who hen since transferred to Tuba City.
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A fd. lL rrc oc1 al worker vo star fed at (:hinle to
take full r ge of day mental health activiti s
for the Chinle rlervice 1 Jrui t. In addition to regular
patient care. the Chinle n triCf also provides consultative
services to tho communitioa of Chinle, Many Farms, Rough
Rock. Pinon and Nazlini,

The 1.iprocle, 1;ervice Uutt in the st year has had a
nignl.i.cmt increase in patient load, A full time secretary

ntly staffed to asziat with the daily activities of
Mental Health and flocid 1,1 . ntarf.

winrilnw :iervioe Unit receives weekly consultative
services. In th._J pnst Winslow was offered the position of
a mental health worl.ter, b.ut did not accept. This position
is now teinr advort.ed and should be filled in the near
future.

n the pant uar Mental liealth has been cont 'ted
frqquently to do consultative services, at times far beyond
what We are able to do, New trends have been in areas of
establishing rapport and a caoser working relationship with
numerous a7encion, Tribal organizations, Navajo Area Health
Advisory Board, Tribal Henith, Alcoholism and Welfare committees,and local school boards. There has also been a great demand
for assistance in the areas of alcoholism programs, not only
from the oNzn Alcoholism 'branch, but state and regional agenciesas veil. Recent trends have been for involvement of Indian and
c'ommtinity I calLers hi p For mamplc:

a) Yiental Health has participated at the community an well
a.a regional and national level in coordinating planning
meetings to establish an hnerican Indian Commission oft
Alcoholism. The ffental Health Branch was instrumental in
developing a rlavajo arca commission on alcoholism. Men Li
Health policy is to encourage continual Indian involvement
in contractual services at local levels. This has brought
toRether community people such as law enforcement officers,
social worllers, educators, physicians and others to work
ore closely in an attempt to find better ways to combat
e problem or drinking in the Indian communities, Recently

the Mentkl Health Pranch entered into a contract with the
Navajo Tribe to establish a center nor crisis intervention
for problem drinkers. The target population are those
individuals who belong neither in jail nor in the hospital,
but who would benefit from initial contact with a helping
perann, who would direct the individual to the properhoIrrir arT'ne-y,

ntal Health has continually been involved in the Medicine
F,chool at Pough RooK since its inception. Thus far the

feedback has been excellent and the results indicate that
students are makin g. significant progress. A signifi ant side
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res.iJt ias been a c los
between the local medic
Se rvIce In addition,
the Navajo medicine me
ha-ve continued to consul

ratLo2 understandinr
d atte tndia.nIta1-th
al letalt.t Branch arid

lac aiding those at Rovh Itock
orue ailother 1. i pttient eitre.

) Public, mission and boarding schoold ha-ve this Test
year made more requests for ach 2. consultation with both
sttdents and starr members, At this tint these sellools
have no provisions to dea1 vith troubled or problem students.
ALA school officials are beet:211.'1g more eware of the problem
ih their schools and the help necessary for the problem otv-
dertm The Mental Health stafr has been aisle to offer
services in a fev areas such as in-aerv1ce st aff traini

sting and. consultation with staff. Tbe iiental Health
staff also is anticipating future meetings with DIA
scbool offi cials, Tribal Educatlon leaders ariel school board
members on the incre sal ng problem of ant i- sec isl. behavior
inolu.ding drinking, and thefts,

d) Merited Health has been ac-tively involved l the Toyei
Model Dornitory Project , the first or any suc program to
evaluate the needs of Indian chilea in. a boarding school..
Toyei Pr oj ect IS in it terminal y-ear Find s yie lding
significant results. At the end of this fiseal year
complete ev-aluation of the program. wi.11 be avaii.abkit. urrently
the Ment al Ileaath at aft' , BIA school Iola ciala an4 TrjLal school
board menhers are enpar,eci in negotlation a to exteld tile Toyei
Pro,Iect.

c) Th nt1 Health starr also has iii tlie past year ponsre
a national CranIzatiorL eloprment 7'1.1%1_111N program for-
int orals cip 1 inary staff- or the Ind ian lie alth Servic e and IITA
staff in Albuquerque . 1 ,aitioti even], such trot ring
programs have been conducte in several loarding ac hools

f) Another reri. i vhich tta Ventni. Hen -th Branch has been
act ivelv involved
Several !members o

o the Equal. F-Ttployrnerct orporttmity Progrora.
he staff lay addit ion to the

regular duties , devoted tine and erory to the Ern Trogrqua
nG clutinelorr and Assiatmt EEC) Offier.

g) 'Tuba city han jCCF1 invoive4 iii negoti itj ng
a Teen Center rtt, well as a RELar-IflErr ct e rer
'The Tuba City staff also has 'teen raorldng, el()
sohcol writ-Am:, up a -nroposnl for tine flray
pro2ozt -for !Mott nal Disturt ed Children .

a contract.
chli Dria
y with the lit
is !firth Fich
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The ?-1CTItL health Branch is making attempts to
prores1oiiai and para-professional responsib litiee

as well as st8firi g Indian adminittrative personnel. The
Mental Health tiorkers and therapy assistants have continued
periodic in-service training by the present professional
staff in areas of psychiatric patient care, interviewing,
human re latiorle and behavior, community resources, consul-
tatior, etc to neet the needs of the patient and his
fazsily. Ukeviae, the Navajo personnel have been teaching
non-Navajo staff members in the areas of Navajo kinship
system fCaturs, etc. The para-professional staff has
taken ael-varatsoe of serveral training outside of Indian

Gervice such as the Indian Workshop on St&tdd
snd crisJa intervention, Group Therapy and Family malaise
sessions , the flo-nt'rwest Group Psycho-therapy and Mental
2lesith Technician Workshop,

FAS

Nenttl Veal h Branch vas given 11 ositiori s . These positions
utili ed st.a follows:

dt Deputy Chief of the Mental Health Mranch, Navajo Area was
r fe1, A '1ill1e Social Worker was hired for the Chinle
ice Unit , where in the past there was no regular psychiatric

c velage, eusag.st anti director at Toyei Nodel Dormitory was
fed, a ft11-tIme secretary in Shiprock , and tvo registered
es and L therapy- assistant were hired for the Gallup Ward,

r por-r-iors Are vacant and plans are to fill these positions.
The adraintstrater has been difficult to fill because of housing
problems, a selected person turned dovn the position for that
4.enson. With the 1972 Budget several purchases were made for
office erp.aiprrient sand furniture. Three typewriters, an adding
mach ine , rental ori Xerox, books, carpet for the Tuba City
office, Ii trenscribimg nachines, 4 dictating units, and equipment
for loyei ProJect.

C. 1.9T3 IrgREASIII

Headquarte r

1.7:1141:11'NEMS

hEts ri.eces sexy in format ion. No report required.

At trie preaent
providing nerviceg
schools have no fac
eusturbed lk

Anothsr arta o

Keverta.,
t hroalgh Out t.he reinTv

3jre one of the biggest unmet needs is in
chool children. As stated previously the
ies or personnel to deal with smotional

et me d is the poor psychiatric cover ge in
wood and other various school health centers

t On. The distances and poor road conditions
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contibute to the long man hours and time spent traveling to and
few facilities as well as to the hcmes of the patients.

There is a need for funds to equip a 24 hour in-patient
facility at Teiba City. A proposal has been drawn up to utilize a
wing of the present hospital for an in-patient Mental Health facility
after completion of the new hospital. Anticipated staff includea
psychiatrist, psychologist, five Mental Health workers, recreational
and crafts therapist, secretary and clerk-typist. No nurses would
be required since the live-in unit would be set up on the model of
a half way house therapeutic ocmnumity, rather than a hospital
ward model.

ATrangements with public and private Mental Health facilities
such as county Mental Health Programs in Winslow, Flagstaff, Pege,
St. Joins, Holbrook and Gallup are being discussed. Thus far the
Indian Health Service Mental Health Program has been able to provide
a better service for Mental Health patients as well as attempting
to meet patient needs by etaffing Navajo endlor Hopi personnel,
At this time tine any long term contractual negotiations would not
be feasible, though we do provide consultine services to these
agencies.

E. INC

In eur relationship with the schools, the Mental lealth staff
will be able to continue serving as consultants asses ing teachers,
guidance counselors, and instructional aides, as well as providing
counselieg services to children. Also to continue assistance to
BIA schoel personnel to formulate plans and programs to meet the
project eeeds of the children.

The Mental Health Branch has so far established regular clinics
in the major hospitals and 'will coetinue to meet these. In order to
meet the needs of continued field psychiatric pattent care we will
need to etileze the Mental Health techniciams to a greater degree.

Ceoedinating servicee with other existing agencies such as the
Community Health Representatives, Social 'Workers, end alcoholism
workers, meet the needs of isolated areas would be desirable, but
due to deversity of training, location distances, travel time,
patient load of each group and areas of work th _ would not be feasible.

With regard to county Mental Health programs, the Mental Health
Branch is committed to serve in a consultant capacity where Navajo
patients are seen, this vill be continued.

At present a program is being developed also for Pre-school Men a
Health Status Test Battery for Navajo children, In connection with

this our staff will be trained to perform the testing. Another

standardized test battery is also being developed to test scholastic
achievements and intellectual functioning for boarding school students

and adolescents.
A committee in Portland with representatives freer' each Indian

Health Service area is cuerently studying and evaluating the total
Mental Health Progrem.
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vervi 2073-1Q74

Some further det4iled information may help bring the

description of the Navajo Area Mental Health Programs into the ti- sman

of this report, C...ridar 19T3. During the summer of 1973 Dr. Bergman

moved to Albuquerque, separating the 2 functio _ he had been performing,

as both Area snd IHS overall Chief of tal lIealth Pr-ograrns. kt that

time George Goldstein, Ph.D. who had originally entered the IHS Mental

Health Progr _s in co nnection with the Model Zornitory project and who

had been available vithin the Navajo Area ed to the national level.

Kiss Gail P--_ers, a Master's level psychologist retained at Window Roc

school and educational consultant as her work with the Model Do-itory

reached the end of that grant. Three secretarial and administrative

positions were also transferred to the national office at Albuquerque,

placing a strain at the Area level until new budget adju tments earl le _ade.

In the summer of 1973, at one -f the Area tr ining meetlngs,

orination was collected from the staff about their acti ities arv4 patient

loads. The following tables summarize the highlight's- of this data. In

scr tinizing the tables it should be noted thaA they are based on total

Area staff, with the excliusion of Gallup, since that sta f is reported in .

rert III descriling IHS inpatient vards, and since their activities are

not completely typical.

Table I
Estimated number of individual patien

typical month

od3lit Of the

individual herein
Couple therapy, (

Family Therapy (fam Lies
Grou. thera. led

en)

Profe

5

10
a4

iii

for clinical service in a

4 ) Nenta1

87

30

62
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NAVAJO LFEA: NUMBFR OF STAFF EEPORTING CONSULTATION

Abomt

tients

WITT OTHER PROGRAMS*

Frofessionals_(4) Parayrofessionals
About

Prorazns
Formal

Contract
About About Fol

Patients Prormzss Cor

IHS Physicians 3 8 1

IHS registered nurses 4 2 7 2

IHS P.H. nurses 3 2 7 1
IHS statf 3 2 3 4

Private Drs. clinic 1 1 3 1

Community health reps. 2 5

Public schools 1 6 5

BIA sChools 4 2 8
Parochial schools 2 1
Head Start programs 2 1 2
Day care programs 1

BIA Social Services 2 7
tate and county welfare depts. 2 5

Vocational rehabilitation 1 5 2
Family Services couns. agency 1

Community Mental Health 2 5
State hospitals 2 1 7 2
Traditional healers 3. 1 1 6

AlcohOlian counseling 7 3

Detoxification programs 3 2
Halfway houses 3. 2

Tribal courts 6 2
State and local cou
Tribal molice 1
Sheriffs 2 1 14 2
Jails 3 1 14 2

Tribal Health Board 2

Fort Defiance Chapter 1

*Estimated for a typical month of 1973
This table should be read as follows: 14 out of 4 professionals and 8 out of 12

Mental Health workers reported consultations with 1HS physicians about patients.
3 out of 4 professionals and 1 out of 12 Mental Health workers reported consultations
ith IES physicians about their programs. 2 out of h professionals and none of the

Mental Health workers reported a formal contract arrangement for consultation with
IBS physicians. (Formal contract may be written or oral, but involves definite agree-
ment about tine, topics, and roles.)
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Particularly thterestthi g is the vay in which the staff reports

dstrLbuton of time on varlous activities. They were asked to esti

the amo: t of time spent in each of 6 categories during a typical month,

using eithe

flu

the ai1ip staff, and also does not include those on vacation or educational

leave. however, the patterns, seem relatively stable fro

observation of some of the absent staff during other visits to the Navajo

he current month (July or April)as a reference. Again, the

eporting, 4 profe sionals and 12 Mental Health Workers, excludes

interview and

Area.

Table 2

a lYpical ionth

Professior 1 (4)

NAVAHO AREA)

Mental Health Worke 12)

Staff Wine D1stributon for

Antivity _

Direct Clinical Service 25% 22.E%
Consultation re Fatents 22.5% 17.5%
Consultation re Programs 17.5% 12.3%
Teaching 10% 9.1%
Learning 25.8%
Administrative Tasks 2 12.5%

*In interviews professionals revealed that they interpreted this as
professional reading, academic study, etc. and that they did not have time
during regular working hours, but tried to keep up with their profession
in off duty hours. When asked directly about learning from Navajo people
about their language, traditions, and views, they universally said that
this could not be separated from the entire gamut of activities, since all
interactions wire opportunities for learning.

Case loads are difficuat to estimmtel Until well into 1973 no
separate uniform records were kept by the Mental Health staff. Various

estimates have been made that about 1,500 patients are seen per month,
but they axe recorded in hospital mnd outpatient charts, where other staff
may also make psychiatric or Mental Health notations as part be the preliminary
diagnosis or in recording observations. Therefore, audits of patient records

cannot reflect Mental Health Staff activity. The estimates of the 4 profess1ona1 z

totaled 114 patients seen during that portion of their time spent on direct
clinical service, but individuals reported a range of from more than 20
patients per week to 2 or 3 per week. 6 paraprofessionals reported seeinr,

more than 20 individual patients per week, and 6 reported working with betwe n

5 and 10 families per week in addition to other patients. When data is

available trom the new Patient i'roblem Oriented Reporting Form, introduced in
1973-4, more accurate descriptions of both patient/staff ratios and the kinds

of problems that are characteristically seen.
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ajo Health Advisort _oard

is important to note that the Navajo Mental Health Programs have

been developed with the close collaborati _ nd overview of the Na

Advisory Board, which functions bhrough repr_ entatives fron all

the Reservation and has talen a lead nationally in its aggressive monitoring

and support f T =ograms. In many ways this relationship extends to

the Service Unit level, where Chapters have Mental Health Committees,

can work with staff in developing specialized functions in their localities.

Establishing liaison betveen the local and Area wide, as well as National

Advisory Boards is facilitated by the central role played by Navajo staff

in the total progrmm, particularly at the top administrative level. There

is throughout the IHS Mental Health branch an awareness that as qualified

Indian persons become available they should take over fro on-Indian staff.

In the Navajo Area this has been accomplished to a greater degree than in any

other Area. The Navajo Area Mental Health Programs are in many ways an

example of the model espoused in ost Commaunity Mental Health Centers, of

community involvement consumer direction, and development of the potential

resources of the population being served.

VI. SUMMARY

A. Problems in 1973

1. The mos'e rnportant problem in 1973 is the tension over growing

pains, as the program shifts itseLf into new alignments, accomodates to

the departure of sots_ familiar staff who may have been pa t or the Navajo

Area for 4, 5, or 6 years, and to the addition of new professional and pars-

professional staff. is not easy for persons ass elated with one role to
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assume a new one, yet this has been the ease as Mrs, De Groat, Dr. Lechner,

Dr. Ellis, and others have grown in skill and broadened their experience

during the 6 year life of this program. Neither is it easy to lose vital

persons who have played a maJor role in initiating programs and setting

the pattern for the roles and relationships that have become the pattern

throughout the Ares. In many instances the Navajo ret ntion of personnel

has been remarkable for its length and for the clo e ess of interdependent

team work that has developed. Only in minor Irst&neeo has thefe been read

relief that some staff within or outside the Mentad Health Program would

only be around for the customary 2 years. Howe er, this closeness and

esprit d'corps does intensify the separation anxieties and sense of lona

when a staff member does leave for any reason, With the ad Iaratbon of

the national and A -a responsibilities into 2 staffs, i) 2 differ nt

locations a mild depression could be felt, only slowly counteracted by

pride in having the Area leadership in fwniliar experienced hands. This

is not a major problem, but it should not be ignored,

2. Although there seems to have been int itive planning that

initi ted new activities with additional per onn 1, the result

established programs are now so well known that there is widespread

expectation of services from the Navajo people, and frem community ageric

as well as from IHS medical staff. Sometimes this exceeds the capacity of

available manpower. This means that in some areas, especially in Chinle,

Winslow, Crown Point, and to some extent in Fort D fiance and Shiprock,

additional st ff aced to be added to keep up with the simultaneous increase

in demand for availability at the Service Un t and for commuzty and outreach
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5. Adequate data on came loads, types of patients, and types

of probles brought to Mental Heaath Staff would aid considerably in

planning d in justifying requests, fo °hang 8 and additions to programs

and etaf. This i8 particularbr nem, ary as the Mental gealth Program

becomes more. integrated into the over all Area planning, budgetting,

tive channels,

6. Although it has 'been minimally verbalIzed., there are some

difficulties in the replacement of a psychiatrist by someone from

another discipline, no matter tow outstanding and well qualified.

When, as in tte case of Mrs. DaGroat this person is also a woman and

a Navajo IHS e pecially, will have to be alert to its potential, even

though unconscious, dLacriunInatory- attItudes.

B. Progress to Date

1. One of the most sigitiflcant achIevements of the

Program in Mental Health has beer its integration of Navajo personnel

at all levels fr&rea Chief to fttry level clerk and paraprofessional.

It is perhaps easier to do this over SA Area that deals with a single

tribe and therefore enables pereonnel to work flexibly as to geographic

locatio and also w ttout competitive inter-tribal jealousi- Never-

theless, ttis ie a traly significant element of this progmxn, and

illustrates Vhat C8.8 be established es precedents for other Areas

and *dm

11.

2, The interwoven vale s from the Navajo tradi ion and the

best of a variety of Mental Health and psychiatric ideals has been w 11
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accomplisheh The development of 'mutual respect as part of the atmosphere

in which Indian and no-Itidiax work together, aad in which professional-

and paraprofessionals learn from one another, ha- est bliahed program

traditions which have continuity -that bridges the t nover problems

involved in star

whole.

better then most IHS Area programs as a

3 'The respect for traditio al healers and for mi sionary

contributions alike has enabled the broadest spectrum of the total Res-

ervation pop ulat ion to utilize the Mental Health Program without fear of

ridicule cr reprisal.

4, rihe development of Inpatient, Outpatient, Partial Hospit-

aliLation Consultatioa and Educational programa has eaxned this Area

Program the right to claim full Community Mental Health Center status

should it choose to do so. The involvement of the Iavajo Advisory

Board, and local cbaptera and co--ittees, would put many institutions

across the Country claiming that status into shadow.

'Taken as a whole, the VONAjo Area program demonstrates

how local u tonoiny cam be coordinated into a program of continuous

g _wth and development.
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